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MECHANICS OF ACTOMYOSIN INTERACTION
BY
CYNTHIA N. PRUDENCE
A DISSERTATION SUBMITTED IN PARTIAL FULFILLMENT OF THE








Study and modeling of protein structures provides an opportunity to elucidate
the molecular mechanisms of key biological processes, as well as interpret experi-
mental data obtained by variety of physical methods. The main goal of my work
was to develop computational algorithms for the analysis of protein structures, the
docking of protein-protein interactions, the implementation of these algorithms
and the correlation of protein structure analysis with the results of steady-state
and kinetics fluorescence measurements.
First, we developed and implemented algorithms for the decomposition of multi-
component protein fluorescence spectra and the correlation of these spectral
parameters with protein structural properties. The implementation is avail-
able as on-line toolkit PFAST (Protein Fluorescence And Structural Toolkit) at
http://pfast.phys.uri.edu/. The results of our work would allow researchers to ex-
tract important novel information about protein structure and dynamics, which is
probed by steady-state fluorescence spectroscopy.
Next, we developed and implemented a mathematical model to analyze the kinetic
fluorescence data, which reflects the interaction of myosin subfragment 1 with one
and two monomers of F-actin. Myosin and actin are the major proteins of muscles
and acto-myosin interaction is responsible for the force generation in biological
systems. By fitting experimental spectral data we have shown that the sequential
binding of the myosin head initially with one actin monomer and then with the
second actin monomer in F-actin can play a key role in force generation by actin-
myosin and their directed movement.
Finally, we performed computational rigid body docking of the atomic structures
of S1 and F-actin with two fixed points corresponding to the crosslinking sites
and two distinct conformations of S1 on the F-actin surface. The minimization
of the binding free energy of the generated complexes was done using an empiri-
cal method developed previously, and it allowed us to select the best actomyosin
models: where the myosin neck was pointed toward the barbed (model A) or the
pointed (model B) ends of F-actin. The complex of model B was twice less stable
than the complex of model A, which led to the conclusion that the second actin,
with which S1 interacts, is located in the same strand, closer to the barbed end of
F-actin. We concluded that, the formation of the actomyosin complex proceeds in
ordered sequence: i) S1 initially binds to one actin; ii) rotates toward the barbed
end of F-actin and binds with the second actin. The sequential mechanism of
formation of actomyosin interface starting from one end and developing towards
the barbed end could play an important role in force generation and directional
movement in actin-myosin system.
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Abstract: The fluorescence properties of tryptophan residues are sensitive to the
microenvironment of tryptophan fluorophores in proteins. Therefore, fluorescence
characteristics are widely used to study structural transitions in proteins. We
have developed algorithms for the decomposition of multi-component protein
fluorescence spectra and the correlation of these spectral parameters with protein
structural properties, which are available via PFAST (Protein Fluorescence And
Structural Toolkit, http://pfast.phys.uri.edu/). We then applied these algorithms
for the analysis of fluorescence properties of more than 300 proteins and created
the first database of protein fluorescence properties, which is available on the
PFAST website (http://pfast.phys.uri.edu/database/database.php).
Key Words: Protein fluorescence, database, protein structure, decomposi-
tion algorithms, statistical analysis, tryptophan residues
1. Introduction
Fluorescence spectroscopy is a powerful tool for the investigation of protein
structure, conformations and dynamics, since fluorescence properties of trypto-
phan residues vary widely depending on the environment of the tryptophan in a
given protein. Tryptophan fluorescence is traditionally employed in investigation
of protein-protein, -DNA, -RNA, -membrane interactions and folding studies.
The major goal in the application of tryptophan fluorescence spectroscopy is
to interpret fluorescence properties in terms of structural parameters and to
predict structural changes in a protein. One of the major obstacles in the
analysis of fluorescence data lies in the complex nature of protein fluorescence.
The overwhelming majority of proteins contain more than one fluorophore and
therefore exhibit deceptively smooth spectra containing several components. The
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multicomponent nature of protein spectra makes their unequivocal interpretation
di cult. Mathematically, the problem of the decomposition of fluorescence spec-
trum into elementary components is an inverse ill-posed problem problems of this
class are common in spectral and image analyses [1-4]. To address this problem we
have implemented two mathematically di↵erent algorithms SIMS (SImple fitting
procedure using the root-Mean-Square criterion) and PHEQ (PHase-plot-based
REsolution using Quenchers) for the analysis of protein fluorescence spectra [5].
The stability of the solution is ensured by the use of additional physical data
obtained from experiments and by the application of the log-normal function to
describe the individual spectral components. The algorithms allow for a stable
decomposition of tryptophan fluorescence spectra into at most three spectral
components. Since the main goal of the application of tryptophan fluorescence
spectroscopy is to correlate spectral properties with structural parameters of
proteins, we have also designed and implemented algorithm for the analysis
of structural parameters of microenvironment of tryptophan residues from the
atomic structures of proteins from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) [6]. The
algorithm reveals a set of structural parameters, which we have shown correlates
with a set of spectral parameters obtained as a result of the application of the
decomposition algorithms [7]. We applied multivariate classification algorithms to
solve the task of correlating the set of protein spectral and structural parameters.
The algorithms developed for spectral and structural analysis were applied and
verified on the multi-tryptophan proteins and their single-tryptophan mutants
[8-9]. Currently, various groups use the algorithms in the analysis of spectral data.
2. Problem Formulation
There are numerous databases available on-line that combine various physical and
3
structural parameters of proteins. However, there was no database containing
protein fluorescence properties, despite the fact that protein fluorescence is one of
the traditional methods used to study protein structure.
3. Problem Solution
We have implemented algorithms for the analysis of protein fluorescence and
structural data and created web-based Protein Fluorescence And Structural
Toolkit (PFAST) [10]. PFAST contains three main modules (see Diagram below):
1) FCAT is a fluorescence-correlation analysis tool, which decomposes protein
fluorescence spectra to reveal the spectral components of individual tryptophan
residues or groups of tryptophan residues located close to each other, and assigns
spectral components to one of five previously established spectral-structural
classes. 2) SCAT is a structural-correlation analysis tool, used to calculate the
structural parameters of the environment of tryptophan residues from the atomic
structures of proteins from the PDB, and to assignment of tryptophan residues
to one of five spectral-structural classes. 3) The last module is the PFAST
database. The PFAST database consists of two main parts: protein fluorescence
data obtained from the results of the FCAT analysis and protein structural
data obtained from the results of the SCAT analysis. Users can easily populate
the protein structural portion of the PFAST database, as it only requires the
user to provide a PDB file name, and the programs will pull the PDB file and
run calculations. Since the PDB is a validated source, all entries generated
by users will be valid entries of PFAST database. However, it is important to
remember that for a proper comparison of protein fluorescence properties with
protein structural parameters to be made, the user needs to verify that the atomic
coordinates of the protein were obtained under conditions similar to the conditions
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of the fluorescence spectra measurements. We also introduced an algorithm that
allows the user to run the structural programs and perform analysis using a file
containing the atomic coordinates of a protein molecule provided by user. These
data, however, would not be included into the database.
In contrast, the database of protein spectral parameters requires an administrator
to first validate the spectral data before it can be added the database. The
main purpose of the validation is to ensure that all the spectral measurements
were performed correctly. Validation requires information about the instrument
settings and the conditions of the measurements and the fluorescence spectrum
of tryptophan amino acid in aqueous solution as a standard obtained using same
settings of the spectrofluorimeter.
A module bulk-insert was specially designed to allow for the uploading of multiple
spectral data, and to populate the first database of protein fluorescence properties.
This database contains the fluorescence spectra of more than 300 proteins in
various conformational states, the results of the spectral decomposition analysis,
and the assignment of the spectral components to one of five spectral-structural
classes. The database is integrated with the protein structural analysis and it is
a part of PFAST. The bulk-insert module can be used to populate the database
with multiple entries, as well as to run multiple calculations (analysis of spectral
data) as an entire package. For example, in the course of titration experiments,
measurements of pH-dependences, or folding/unfolding studies, a user might
collect a number of spectra, each measured at various conditions. Each spectrum
needs to be analysed independently, which is a time consuming procedure. The
bulk-insert module provides the ability to run the analysis of a set of data all at
once.
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3.1 Overview of the bulk-insert module
The system contains five components: two PHP based scripts, one Java class file,
and two Visual Basic programs (PKK or PKM). The first PHP script, bulkin-
sert.php, is used to upload a text file containing the appropriately formatted
protein fluorescence data. Next, the Java class file, bulkinsert.class, uses one of the
two Visual Basic programs to perform calculations. Finally, the SQL statements
and all the results data are generated.When the execution is completed, the second
PHP script, perform insert.php, finds the file containing the SQL statements from
the bulkinsert.class and proceeds to query the database with the insertions. Once
the process is completed, the perform insert.php returns to the bulkinsert.php,
while letting the user know that the upload is complete.
3.2 Structure of the input file
The input data file needs to be arranged according to the following guidelines:
1) the PFAST ID code (a unique combination of numbers and letters as each
entry in PFAST database has a unique ID) 2) the protein name 3) the source
of protein 4) the experimental conditions 5) the experimental settings 6) the
quencher of fluorescence used in the study (if any) 7) any comments about the
protein 8) the names of the people who did the measurements 9) the reference
to the published source (if any) 10) the comment line for the input data file that
will be used by the PKM or PKK Visual Basic programs 11) the experimental
data (fluorescence spectra, which needs to be decomposed).
The data in the database of fluorescence properties can be searched by the
PFAST ID code, the protein name, the source of the protein, the experimental
6
Figure 1.1. Structure of the PFAST database and the data presented in the
database
conditions or the date of submission. Each entry contains information about
the protein ID code, the protein name and the source, the conditions of the
measurements and the settings of the instrument, the authors who performed the
measurements and the references. Fluorescence analysis files contain links to the
input.txt and three output files: results.txt, summary.txt and graph.txt. The
first file, input.txt, is used to obtain the calculated data. The output summary
file, summary.txt, is a short version of the obtained results of the decomposition.
It contains information about the applied decomposition algorithms (SIMS and
PHREQ) and the obtained spectral parameters, which are the position of the
maximum and the contributions of the spectral components, the assignment of
the components to one of five spectral-structural classes and the goodness-of-fit.
The result file, results.txt, contains detailed information about the decomposition
procedure including information about the spectral parameters in the wavelength
and the wavenumber scales, the contributions of each component to the total
7
fluorescence spectrum measured at various concentrations of quenchers, and the
Stern-Volmer constants, which represents the accessibility of the fluorophore to
quencher. Clicking on the link, visualize graph will show the graphical represen-
tation of the obtained data. All values of the original experimental data, the data
obtained as a result of the smoothing of the experimental data, the calculated
spectral components, the residuals and the goodness-of-fit are combined in the
graph file, which allows users to make their own plots. Finally, the page with the
results contains links to similar experiments.
4. Conclusion
FCAT and SCAT are toolkits for calculating the spectral and structural prop-
erties of tryptophan residues in proteins. PFAST contains the first database of
tryptophan fluorescence properties obtained by spectral decomposition analysis.
This provides information on the spectral properties of individual tryptophan
residues or clusters of nearby tryptophan residues, as well as on the assignment of
the tryptophan fluorophores to one of the five spectral-structural classes.
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Previously we provided evidence that myosin subfragment 1 (S1) can bind either
one (state 1) or two actin monomers (state 2) in solution and in muscle fiber. Here
we present results of the kinetics study of binding of S1 to F-actin labeled with
fluorescent dye pyrene. A transition from state 1 to state 2 depends on probability
that the second actin is free, which is high when molar ratio of S1/actin (R)
is less than 0.5, and it decreases dramatically when R>2.0 due to the parking
problem. The kinetics data obtained at di↵erent molar ratios were well fitted by
two binding states model. The sequential binding of myosin head initially with
one actin monomer and then with the second actin monomer in F-actin can play
a key role in force generation by actin-myosin and their directed movement.
Keywords: myosin, actin, binding kinetics, muscle contraction.
1. Introduction
A muscle contraction results from the sliding of actin and myosin filaments
induced by ATP-driven cyclic interaction of myosin with actin [1, 2]. Lymn and
Taylor showed that the binding of ATP to myosin induces its dissociation from
F-actin followed by ATP hydrolysis in the detached state and, then, re-binding
of myosin to F-actin and release of hydrolysis products [3]. Huxley suggested
that binding of myosin to F-actin occurs in several steps by transition from
weak to strong contacts between myosin and actin (rolling of myosin on actin
filament) [4]. We showed previously that myosin head, called subfragment 1
(S1), can bind either one or two actin monomers [5-8]. The ability of S1 to
bind two actins was independently confirmed by other laboratories as well [9-12].
When S1 molecules are in a molar excess of actin molecules then each bound S1
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interacts predominately with one actin (1:1 complex). When actin is in excess,
S1 molecules bind predominately two actin monomers (1:2 complex) [5-7]. Using
the fast quench crosslinking technique we demonstrated that the initial contact
occurred between loop of 627-637 residues of S1 with N-terminus of actin monomer
and later loop of 567-575 residues of S1 binds to N-terminus of the second actin
monomer [13]. Here we present the results of kinetics study of S1 binding with
F-actin, which confirm that binding occurs in two steps and transition from state
1 to state 2 is very fast and its rate is comparable with the myosin power stroke
time ( 10 msec) in actively contracting muscle.
2. Materials and methods
2.1 Materials
Myosin subfragment 1 was prepared by digestion of myosin (Cytoskeleton, Inc.)
by chymotrypsin and separation of two S1 isoforms (S1A1 and S1A2, A1 and
A2 are alkali light chains 1 and 2, respectively) on DEAE column as described
previously [14]. Actin (Cytoskeleton, Inc.) was labeled with N-(1-pyrenyl)
iodoacetamide (Invitrogen, Inc.) as described before [7]. The degree of labeling
actin with pyrene was 95%-100%. Actin-pyrene was passed through sephadex
G-50 spin column equilibrated with 0.2 mM CaCl2, 2 mM Trsi-HCl pH 7.5 bu↵er
solution and then polymerized by adding 50 mM KCl, 2 mM MgCl2 and equal
molar amount of phalloidin (Invitrogen, Inc.).
2.2 Kinetic measurements
Fluorescence kinetics measurements were carried out on a SFM-300 mixing appa-
ratus connected to a MOS-450 spectrometer (Biologic, Inc.) under temperature
control. One syringe was loaded with F-actin-pyrene and the other with S1.
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All solutions were degassed several minutes under a vacuum before loading into
the syringes to minimize air bubbles. Experiments were done at di↵erent molar
ratios of S1/actin. The binding of S1 to F-actin was monitored by measuring
fluorescence signal from F-actin-pyrene at 410 nm with excitation at 368 nm.
Each kinetic curve was recorded several times ( 10) and then averaged, excluding
the first 2-3 shots. The measured signal was normalized by the fluorescence signal
monitored at mixing of F-actin-pyrene with bu↵er solution at the same conditions.
All experiments were done in 50 mM KCl, 2 mM MgCl2, 0.2 mM CaCl2, 2 mM
Tris-HCl bu↵er pH 7.5 at 20 C.
2.3 The two-state binding model
The two-state model of actin-myosin interaction was proposed by us earlier [7].
We assumed that binding of myosin subfragment S1 (M) to F-actin (A) occurs in
two steps: i) initially S1 binds one actin to form complex (AM) state 1:
ii) then it binds the second actin located in the same strand if it is free to
form complex (AMA) state 2 (Figure 2.1)
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where k+1, k+2, k +1 and k 2 are the kinetic constants and the equilibrium










The rate of adsorption of S1 for state 1 is:
v1 = k+1MFAFk1M1 (2.3)
where AF ,MF andM1 are the concentration of unoccupied actin, the concentration
of free S1 in the solution and the amount of bound S1 in state 1, respectively.
AF = A M1   2M2 (2.4)
MF =M  M1  M2 (2.5)
where A, M and M2 are the total amount of actin, myosin and the amount of
bound S1 in state 2, respectively.
The rate of transition from state 1 to state 2 is given by:
v2 = k+2M1PFk2M2 (2.6)
where PF is the probability of the existence of free site next to a given singly
bound S1. Any free actin or any acto-S1 complex can be the nearest neighbor to
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a single-actin bound S1. The number of ways for free actin to be in this place is
equal to a number of free actins, AF . The number of ways of all occupations (by
free actin or by acto-S1) of this place is equal to the sum of free actins and acto-S1






Figure 2.1. Schematic diagram of the two-state binding of myosin subfragment 1
(M, shown in blue) to F-actin (A, shown in red) is presented. S1 can bind to one
actin monomer in the vertical position to form AM complex, state 1 (dark blue)
or to two actin monomers in the horizontal position to form AMA complex, state
2 (light blue).


























Then, the set of adsorption equations that determine the changes of the num-
ber of myosin molecules in state 1 and 2 are
dm1
dt
= k 1mF (1 m1   2m2)  k 1m1   k+2m1(1 m1   2m2)





1 m2 + k 2m2 (2.14)
In experiment we record changes of fluorescence (F ) of pyrene conjugated to
actin when S1 binds to the actin. The fluorescence signal measured in experiments
is a sum of fluorescence of free actin (f0), actin occupied by S1 in state 1 (f1) and
in state 2 (f2):
F = f0AF + f1A1 + f2A2 (2.15)
AF = A  A1   A2 = A(1 m1   2m2)
F
A
= f0   (f0   f1) (2.16)
F0 = Af0 is the initial fluorescence signal at t = 0. During fitting we allow
small (5%) variations for deviations in actin and S1 concentrations upon repetitive
loading of actin and S1 in syringes. We applied nonlinear least squares fitting pro-
cedures using Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm to find the best fit of experimental
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kinetics curve measured for di↵erent S1/actin ratios. The variable parameters were
equilibrium constants (K1 and K2) and backward kinetic constants (k 1 and k 2)
(the forward kinetic constants then could be calculated using equations 1 and 2),
and the normalized fluorescence of actin alone, bound to S1 in state 1 and state 2
(f0, f1 and f2). We allowed just slight variation of normalized fluorescence of actin
in three di↵erent states, since from the additional experiments we had knowledge
about the approximate values of these parameters. The calculations were carried
out in MatLab7.0.
Figure 2.2. Kinetics of binding of S1 to F-actin at di↵erent molar ratios. The time
course of the quenching of fluorescence of F-actin-pyrene by binding of S1 is shown
(a-d). The signal of F-actin-pyrene in absence of S1 is shown in dark grey)on
a-d. The data were fitted by using of the two-state binding model, theoretical
curves are presented in red. Time dependences of fractional numbers of bound
S1 in state 1 (m1) and state 2 (m2) predicted by the model for the experimental
data obtained at di↵erent molar ratios are presented on e-h. The equilibrium and
kinetic constants obtained in the result of the fitting are given in Table 2.1
3. Results and Discussion
We studied binding of S1 with F-actin-pyrene at di↵erent molar ratios (R = 0.5,
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Figure 2.3. The plots show values of the fitting parameters, such as equilibrium
(K1 and K2) and kinetic (k 1 and k 2) constants obtained in the result of fitting of
each kinetic curve measured at various ratios of S1 to actin. The red line represents
mean values, which are given in Table 2.1
1, 2 and 4, where R =[S1]/[Actin]). The interaction of S1 with F-actin-pyr in-
duces quenching of pyrene fluorescence [14, 15]. The averaged kinetics plots for
S1 binding to F-actin-pyr at various molar rations are shown on Figure 2.2. All
data were normalized for fluorescence signal measured when F-actin-pyr was mixed
with bu↵er solution at the same conditions (R = 0). The data were fitted by the
two-state model (theoretical curves shown in red on Figure 2.2 a-d). Due to the
experimental error in samples concentrations after dilutions each parameter might
slightly vary for each kinetic curve. Therefore, we performed fit of individual ki-
netic curves separately. The equilibrium and rate constants for binding of S1 and
actin at di↵erent molar ratios were established (Figure 3). There is just very slight
di↵erence between the same parameters obtained for various ratios of S1 and actin,
the averaged values and standard deviations for each parameter are given in Ta-
ble 2.1. Time dependences of fractional numbers of bound S1 in state 1 (m1) and




k 1, s 0.9± 0.1
K2 3.3± 0.2
k+2, s 1 856.3± 39.5
k 2, s 1 261.4± 9.5
Fl0, a.u 0.99± 0.03
Fl1, a.u 0.70± 0.03
Fl2, a.u 0.34± 0.01
Table 2.1. The mean values and standard deviations of the equilibrium (K1 and
K2) and kinetic (k+1, k+2, k 1 and k 2) constants obtained in the result of the
fitting of kinetics curves obtained at various S1/actin ratios. Fl1, Fl2 and Fl3,
which are values of fluorescence signal for actin alone (it equals to 1), respectively,
were used as variable parameters with fixed limits.
molar ratios are presented on Figure 2.2 e-h.
At low molar ratio, R = 0.5, the binding fast and almost mono exponential.
The rate is mostly determined by the di↵usion and binding of S1 to actin in state
1 followed by rapid transition to state 2. At high molar ratio, R= 4.0, the binding
is also fast and almost monophasic: S1 molecules rapidly occupied all actin sites
predominately in state 1 since transition to state 2 is restricted by high density
of S1 on actin filament. At intermediate ratios, 0.5 < R < 2.0, we observed a
bi-phasic kinetics: initial rapid change in signal followed by slow change.
Our model provides the explanation of this slow phase of kinetics as a replacement
of some S1 in state 2 by S1 in state 1. The S1s that arrived first to the actin would
quickly occupy 2 actin monomers per S1, however, later they would be competi-
tively transformed to state 1 by other S1 to reach a thermodynamic equilibrium.
The slower rate of phase II is determined by growing steric restriction for binding
of S1 and re-distribution of bound S1 between state 1 and state 2. The simulation
curve for m2 concentration showed that it initially increases and
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Figure 4. Schematic presentation of the mechanism of force general
and muscle contraction. Myosin head is bound to two actins, binding of ATP
dissociates myosin from actin filament, following ATP hydrolysis is accompanied
with unbending and extension of myosin (it is important to note that this step is
occurred in absence of any mechanical load and energy loss), myosin binds to one
actin (state 1) and then to two actins (state 2). Total sliding distance per one
cycle is about 15 nm.
then decreases, which means that at the beginning the probability to bind
2 actins was high but later it became less and an equilibrium between state 1
and state 2 shifted towards state 1 at higher R values (> 1.0). In kinetics studies
carried out and published previously, most experiments were done at high molar
ratio of S1 to actin and fitted by simple Michaelian equation [15, 16]. At these
conditions a contribution of state 2 complexes was not significant and association
constant between S1 and F-actin is lower than that at low ratios (R < 0.5).
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There were several reports about observed negative cooperativity of S1 binding to
F-actin, however the origin of anti-cooperativity was not identified. Blanchoin et
al. [10] obtained experimental data similar to ours but they fitted their data using
an artificial assumption that association constant decreased exponentially with
increase of occupancy of F-actin. Despite that this assumption gave relatively
good fit to experimental data it did not provide a molecular mechanism of
anti-cooperativity. Our model based on experimental evidence that S1 can form
two di↵erent complexes with stoichiometry 1:1 or 1:2 (S1:actin ratio). Kinetics of
binding showed a strong dependence on the molar ratio of S1/actin, which can
be explained by our model. Ability of myosin head to bind in sequence, initially,
one actin and, then, two actins can have a fundamental significance since the
transition from state 1 to state 2 might be associated with force generation and
directed movement. Schematic presentation of a possible mechanism of force
generation and muscle contraction is shown on Figure 4. In our previous work
we showed that S1 indeed first binds one actin via loop 627-637 and then binds
the second actin via loop 567-574 [13]. Such transition might provide about
10 nm (the size of two actins) sliding distance in muscle fiber. ATP binding
and hydrolysis induce dissociation of myosin head from actin, followed by its
unbending [17] and re-orientation for the binding to the next site further from the
previous one, which can provide an additional 5 nm to total distance per myosin
step.
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ABSTRACT
Force generation in muscle results from binding of myosin to F-actin. ATP binding
to myosin provides energy to dissociate actomyosin complex, while the hydrolysis
of ATP is needed for re-binding of myosin to F-actin. At the end of each cycle
myosin and actin form a tight complex with a substantial interface area. We
showed previously that myosin head (subfragment 1, S1) directly interacts with at
least two monomers in actin filament. The stopped flow cross-linking experiments
revealed that the initial contact (in presence or absence of nucleotides) occurs
between loop 635-647 of S1 and 1-12 N-terminal residues of one actin and, then,
the second contact forms between loop 567-574 of S1 and N-terminus of the second
actin. Here we performed computational rigid body docking of atomic structures
of S1 and F-actin with two fixed points corresponding to the crosslinking sites
and two distinct conformations of S1 on F-actin surface. Stepwise translation
and rotational movements were applied to S1, while F-actin was kept fixed.
The minimization of the binding free energy of generated complexes calculated
using the empirical method developed previously allowed us to select the best
actomyosin models: where myosin neck was pointed toward the barbed (model
A) or pointed (model B) ends of F-actin. The complex of the model B was twice
less stable than complex of the model A, which led to the conclusion that the
second actin, with which S1 interacts, is located in the same strand closer to the
barbed end of F-actin. The formation of actomyosin complex proceeds in ordered
sequence: i) S1 initially binds to one actin; ii) rotates toward the barbed end of
F-actin and binds with the second actin. The sequential mechanism of formation
of actomyosin interface starting from one end and developing towards the barbed
end could play an important role in force generation and directional movement in
actin-myosin system.
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INTRODUCTION
A biological motility is one of the main functions of living systems. Using the
chemical energy of the hydrolysis of ATP or GTP molecules, individual cells can
change shape, divide and move. A mechanism of transduction of chemical energy
into mechanical work is a one of the fundamental problems of modern biology. A
muscle represents a highly e↵ective biological machine, which can contract and
develop a significant force in response to a nerve signal. A muscle contraction
results from the sliding of actin and myosin filaments induced by the ATP-driven
cyclic interaction of myosin with actin (Huxley and Niedergerke, 1954; Huxley and
Hanson, 1954). Lymn and Taylor discovered that the binding of ATP to myosin
induced its dissociation from F-actin followed by ATP hydrolysis in detached
state and then the rebinding of myosin to F-actin and release of the hydrolysis
products (Lymn and Taylor, 1971). The molecular mechanism of force generation
by actin and myosin is still not completely elucidated. It has been suggested that
the binding of myosin to F-actin occurred in several steps by transition from weak
to strong contacts between myosin and actin (rolling of myosin on actin filament)
(Huxley and Simmons, 1971). Later it was assumed that ATP hydrolysis might
induce a rotation of the light chains containing the domain (lever arm) relative
to the catalytic domain of myosin, and force would be produced by the reverse
movement of lever arm, when myosin binds to actin and releases the hydrolysis
products (Cooke, 1986; Rayment et al., 1993). The discovery of myosin VI, which
moves in the opposite direction than the other myosins, led to the suggestion that
the lever arm in this myosin rotates in opposite direction (Wells et al., 1999). This
suggestion was challenged by demonstration that the directionality of movement
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was determined by catalytic domain in genetically engineered chimera myosins
with lever arm and a catalytic domain from di↵erent myosin types (Homma et
al., 2001). As the alternative model to the lever arm hypothesis it was proposed
that myosin might slide along actin surface (biased di↵usion model) (Yanagida
et al., 2000). A physical principle of biased di↵usion of myosin on actin is not
clear and moreover it is not supported by the observation that the genetically
engineered myosin with the lever arm artificially extended and twisted on 180 
moves in the opposite direction (Tsiavaliaris et al., 2004). However, the later
results could be explained by the rotation of the lever arm or the rolling of myosin
on actin as suggested by the Huxley-Simmons model. The important assumption
of the Huxley-Simmons model is that myosin can make multiple contacts with
actin and force is generated as a result of changes in actomyosin interface. In
our previous work, we investigated the dynamics of actomyosin interface during
complex formation in the presence and the absence of ATP by stopped flow
cross-linking (Andreev and Reshetnyak, 2007). We found that the first contact
occurs predominantly between myosin loop 635-647 and the N-terminus of one
actin, then the second contact forms between loop 567-574 of S1 and N-terminus
of the second actin. The distance between these two loops in S1 corresponds to
the distance between the N-termini of two actins in the same strand (about 5 nm)
but it is smaller than the distance between two actins from di↵erent strands (9-10
nm), which indicates that S1 binds the second actin on the same strand. The
cross-linking experiments could not determine if the second actin located on the
left or the right side from the first actin. Here we took the advantage that two
contacts between S1 and F-actin were established experimentally (Andreev et al.,
1993; Sutoh, 1983) and performed computational rigid body docking of S1 with
F-actin with two fixed points for two opposite orientations of S1 on F-actin surface.
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METHODS
In computational simulation we used atomic structures of chicken skeletal muscle
S1 from the Protein Data Bank (PDB), 2MYS (Rayment et al., 1993) and
reconstructed F-actin, 2ZWH (the authors provided to us atomic coordinates of
a structure with 5 monomers) (Oda et al., 2009). In S1 structure the methylated
lysine residues were replaced by lysine residues and the missing loops (a) 1-3,
(b) 205 -215, (c) 572-574, (d) 627-646 and (e) 732-737 were reconstructed using
the Modeler package of the Accelrys Discovery Studio using CHARMm forcefield
(Brooks et al., 1983; Brooks et al., 2009). Ten models were generated for
actin-non-binding loops (a), (b) and (e). The model with the lowest statistical
potential (DOPE - Discrete Optimized Protein Energy score) for each loop was
selected. Thirty models were generated for actin-binding loops (c) and (d). We
choose only those models, which satisfy the criteria of having distance between
two binding sites on S1 (site #1: N⇣ atoms of Lys 636, or 637, or 640, 641,
or 644 and site #2: N⇣ atoms Lys 567, or 569, or 572, or 574) similar to the
distance between two binding sites on the actin monomers, which is about 48-50
A˚x (distance between O"1 atoms of Glu 4 on the first monomer of actin and Glu
2 on the second monomer of actin at the same strand). This yielded 5 options for
each acin-binding loop, each of which was used to model potential formations of
the actomyosin complex.
First, the coordinates of atomic structures of S1 were recalculated to have the
respective binding sites at S1 and F-actin close to each (i.e. binding residues
within 10-15 A˚) as a starting position for the fixed point docking. During the
docking simulation using an algorithm developed by us, the structure of actin
was kept fixed, while stepwise translational (0-10 A˚) and rotational (0-360 )
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movements were applied to the S1 structure with reconstructed loops. All
calculations were restricted by the requirement to keep the contacts revealed from
the cross-linking experiments within 4 A˚, i.e., at least one of the N⇣ atoms of
Lys 636, 637, 640, 641, 644 on S1 was less than 4 A˚ from at least one of the O 1
and O 2 atoms of Asp 1, 3 or O"1 and O"2 atoms of Glu 2, 4 on the first actin
monomer; and at least one of the N⇣ atoms of Lys 567, 569, 572, 574 on S1 was
less than 4 A˚ far from at least one of the O 1 and O 2 atoms of Asp 1, 3 or O"1
and O"2 atoms of Glu 2, 4 on the second actin monomer of the same strand.
Figure 3.1. Atomic structures of acto-myosin complexes: model A (a, c) is the
best selected structure, where myosin neck is pointed towards the barbed end of
F-actin (actin monomer on the barbed end of F-actin shown in magenta); model
B (b, d) is the best selected structure, where myosin neck is pointed towards the
pointed end of F-actin (actin monomer on the pointed end of F-actin shown in
blue).
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The main criterion of the docking algorithm was a search for the maximum
contact area between S1 and actin while keeping the atoms overlaps (clashes) at
minimal value. For each model, we kept a count of all atoms (clashes) located
within a distance (<1 and 1.8 A˚) smaller than van-der-Waals atoms radius. The
binding free energy ( G) for actomyosin complexes was calculated using the equa-
tion (1) of the empirical method, which was introduced based on the analysis of
more than 20 well known protein-protein complexes (Ma et al., 2002):
 G =  0.87Nb   0.35Npair   0.03 ASAapol + 0.92 (3.1)
where, Nb is the side-chain accessible number; Npair is the number of hy-
drophilic pairs;  ASAapol is the buried apolar solvent-accessible surface areas of
complex interface. The solvent-accessible surface areas in S1, actin and acto-S1
complexes were calculated using program Surface Racer 1.0 (Tsodikov et al., 2002)
http://pharmacy.mc.uky.edu/faculty/tsodikov/software.php) by setting of probe
radius to be 1.4 A˚.





[(AC   AMC) + (MC   AMC)] (3.2)
where (AC , MC and AMC is the surface areas of carbon C-atoms of the non-
polar residues in actin, myosin and acto-myosin structures, respectively. k = 1, L,
where L is the number of non-polar residues, which are the following: Ala, Val,
Leu, Phe, Ile, Pro, Trp, Met.
The side-chain accessible number (Nb) was calculated from the contacted residues
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among the interface residues. The residue is defined as an interface residue, if the
relative change of the solvent-accessible surface area  ASA > 20%:
 ASA = 100  AMN
MONN
100 (3.3)
MONN is the surface area of the residue N in actin or myosin (called monomer)
and AMN is the surface area of the same residue N in acto-myosin complex. Next,
the change in the side chain accessible surface area of residue in interface,  At, was
calculated:
 At = 100 MONSN   AMSN (3.4)
MONSN and AM
S
N are the surface areas of the side chain of the interface
residue N in actin or myosin (called monomer) and acto-myosin, respectively. The
interface residue is taken as side chain accessible residue, if the e↵ective accessibility
of its side chain,  RA   1, where  RA is calculated by:
 RA =
DeltaAt
DeltaA⇤t ⇤ 60% ⇤ 100% (3.5)
where DeltaAt is the change of accessible surface area of side-chains calcu-
lated by equation (4) and DeltaA⇤t is the standard side-chain surface area. The
approximate value for 60% of the standard side-chain surface area in equation 5
was set to 80 A˚2 in this work, as it was suggested in Ma et al (Ma et al., 2002).
Thus, if  RA   1, the side chain accessible number Nb is calculated.
Two atoms were treated as a hydrophilic pair, if the distance between the
hydrophilic atoms (such as oxygen and nitrogen) was less than 2.8 A˚. The number
of hydrophilic pairs will give the value of Npair.
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Parameters Model A Model B
 G, kcal/mol -74.3 -36.2
Nb 19 9
Npair 53 22
 ASAapol, A˚2 1339 719
Number of clashes ¡ 1 A˚ 24 27
Number of clashes ¡ 1.8 A˚ 1335 161
Table 3.1. The main parameters of docking for the selected actomyosin complexes
(models A and B) for two distinct orientations of S1.
A Java program was written to calculate each of these parameters by reading
the PDB files and the results of the surface area calculations. There were in total
5 sets of models for each loop set. Each set was docked in two orientations: myosin
tail was pointing to the barbered or pointed end of actin filament. The final
models were selected based on the results of the energy minimization (minimal
value of  G) with minimum number of clashes.
RESULTS
We performed a computational rigid body docking of the atomic structures of
the skeletal S1 of myosin and the 5-monomers of F-actin with two fixed points.
The previous cross-linking studies provided us with knowledge about interactions
between the N-terminal negatively charged Asp/Glu residues on di↵erent actin
monomers of F-actin with positively charged residues of loops 567-574 and 635-647
of S1 (Andreev and Reshetnyak, 2007; Andreev et al., 1993; Sutoh, 1983). First,
the missing loops in the myosin S1 structure (residues 1-3, 205 -215, 572-574,
627-646 and 732-737) were reconstructed and optimized using the Modeler package
of the Accelrys Discovery Studio. Several models were generated for each loop,
the selected models had the lowest DOPE (Discrete Optimized Protein Energy)
score, which is an atomic distance-dependent statistical potential calculated from
a sample of native protein
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Model A
Myosin Actin, Monomer 1 Actin, Monomer 2
textbfALA 183 textbfALA 7 LEU 8
textbfVAL 408 textbfALA 22 VAL 17
textbfALA 412 PRO 102 ALA 19
ILE 535 LEU 104 PHE 21
MET 541 MET 132 ALA 29
PHE 542 textbfALA 144 MET 44
textbfPRO 543 TRP 340 VAL 45
textbfALA 545 ILE 345 MET 47
LEU 559 textbfALA 347 VAL 54
PRO 568 LEU 349 TRP 86
textbfPRO 570 PHE 352 PHE 90
textbfALA 571 TRP 356 LEU 94
textbfALA 577 VAL 96
VAL 582 ALA 97
textbfALA 624 PRO 98
textbfALA 630 LEU 105
textbfPHE 646 MET 123
PHE 127
VAL 129
Table 3.2. Interface residues for acto-myosin complexes of the model A. The con-
tacted residues in the interface are shown in bold. These residues are counted to
calculate the side-chain accessible number, Nb.
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structures (Shen and Sali, 2006). For two loops in actin-binding sites (binding
site #2: 572-574 and binding site #1: 627-646) we selected several models with
the lowest DOPE score and the proper distances between these sites correspond-
ing to the distance between the N-terminal Glu residues of two actin monomers,
which was calculated to be 48-49 A˚ using 2ZWH atomic structure of F-actin. The
empirical equation was used for the calculation of free energy (equation 1) at each
step of rotation/translational movement of S1 around the fixed F-actin structure.
In contrast to other docking procedures (see references within (Vajda and Koza-
kov, 2009)) (Popov et al., 2013), two points were fixed (just minimal translation
freedom within a couple of angstroms was allowed). We performed docking for 2
distinct orientations of S1 molecule relative to the asymmetric F-actin structure,
when myosin neck is pointed to the i) barbed or ii) pointed ends of F-actin. A
number of acto-myosin structures were generated for di↵erent loops orientations in
S1 and di↵erent positioning of S1 relative to F-actin. The criteria for the selection
of the best structures were: i) the minimum of the free energy and ii) the minimal
number of clashes, when atoms were found at distances smaller than their corre-
sponding van-der-Waals radii. The reduction of free energy was associated with
increasing number of clashes. Since the mobility of atoms in aqueous solution is
significant, we assume that some clashes could easily be avoided in solution.
Both have similar number of clashes (model B has slightly more), however the
binding free energy ( G) is twice less (-36.2 kcal/mol) for model B compared to
model A (-74.3 kcal/mol). The protein-protein interface was twice less in complex
of model B compare to model A. As a result, the number of interacting residues
including polar pairs was twice less for model B compare to model A (see Tables
3.1-3.5 and Figure 3.1). Thus, our calculations show that the minimal free energy
corresponds to the complex, where myosin neck is pointed towards the barbed end
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Model B
Myosin Actin, Monomer 1 Actin, Monomer 2
PRO 377 ALA 26 LEU 8
ALA 395 ILE 330 VAL 17
LEU 398 PRO 333 ALA 19
PRO 404 ILE 345 PHE 21
VAL 413 LEU 349 PRO 27













Table 3.3. Interface residues for acto-myosin complexes of the model B. The con-
tacted residues in interface are shown in bold. These residues are counted to




In this work we combined cross-linking data with computational docking of atomic
structures of skeletal myosin subfragment 1 and F-actin to obtain a structure
of actomyosin complex. The cross-linking experiments allowed identifying the
residues that are in close contact in actomyosin complex. The zero-length
cross-linking method revealed that myosin subfragment 1 has two sites (loops
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Model A
GLY 407 - GLY 23
GLY 409 - SER 344
ASN 410 - SER 344
GLU 411 - ASP 24
ALA 412 - ASP 25
PRO 543 - VAL 45 Second Actin
LYS 544 - ARG 147
THR 548 - LYS 50 Second Actin
SER 549 - GLN 49 Second Actin
SER 549 - LYS 50 Second Actin
PHE 550 - GLN 49 Second Actin
ASP 556 - SER 52 Second Actin
ASP 556 - LYS 84 Second Actin
GLU 557 - ASP 51 Second Actin
GLU 557 - SER 52 Second Actin
LEU 559 - LYS 84 Second Actin
GLY 560 - GLU 83 Second Actin
SER 562 - GLU 83 Second Actin
SER 562 - GLU 83 Second Actin
ASN 563 - THR 126 Second Actin
LYS 567 - PHE 90 Second Actin
LYS 567 - TYR 91 Second Actin
LYS 567 - THR 89 Second Actin
PRO 568 - PHE 90 Second Actin
PRO 568 - TYR 91 Second Actin
LYS 569 - VAL 96 Second Actin
PRO 570 - LEU 94 Second Actin
ALA 571 - LEU 94 Second Actin
LYS 572 - GLU 2 Second Actin
ALA 577 - ASN 92 Second Actin
GLY 628 - GLU 4
GLY 628 - THR 5
GLY 629 - GLU 4
GLY 629 - THR 5
ALA 630 - GLU 4
ALA 630 - THR 5
ALA 630 - THR 6
GLU 631 - GLU 4
GLU 631 - THR 6
GLY 632 - GLU 4
LYS 637 - ASP 3
SER 645 - THR 351
Table 3.4. Polar pairs of myosin (first residue) and actin (second residue) for Model
A, for which distances between their polar atoms are < 2.8 A˚
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Model B
LYS 369 - GLU 99 Second Actin
GLN 370 - PHE 127 Second Actin
GLN 374 - TYR 91 Second Actin
GLN 374 - TYR 91 Second Actin
GLN 396 - GLU 2 Second Actin
LEU 397 - GLU 2 Second Actin
LYS 399 - ASP 1 Second Actin
TYR 403 - LEU 94 Second Actin
TYR 403 - ARG 95 Second Actin
TYR 403 - ALA 97 Second Actin
TYR 403 - PRO 98 Second Actin
PRO 414 - LEU 94 Second Actin
LYS 415 - LEU 94 Second Actin
LYS 415 - ARG 95 Second Actin
GLY 416 - THR 89 Second Actin
GLY 416 - PHE 90 Second Actin
GLY 416 - ASN 92 Second Actin
GLU 417 - TYR 91 Second Actin
ASN 552 - GLY 146
ASN 552 -ARG 147
PRO 570 - GLY 23
Table 3.5. Polar pairs of myosin (first residue) and actin (second residue) for Model
B, for which distances between their polar atoms are ¡ 2.8 A˚
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627-637 and 567-574 residues), each of which interacts with one site (1-12 residues)
on the N-terminus of actin (Sutoh, 1983). We showed that S1 can be cross-linked
simultaneously to two actins via each site (Andreev et al., 1993). The results of
time-resolved cross-linking of S1 and F-actin upon their rapid mixing in stopped
flow apparatus directly demonstrated that myosin head initially binds through the
loop 635-647 (binding site #1) to the N-terminus of one actin and, then through
the loop 567-574 (binding site #2) to the N-terminus of the second actin (Andreev
and Reshetnyak, 2007). From cross-linking data, however, it is impossible to
determine the relative location of S1 on the F-actin surface, which was the
main goal of the conducted computational study. We reconstructed the missing
loops in atomic structure of chicken S1 and found that the average distance
between binding sites 1 and 2 is about 5 nm, which matches a distance between
N-termini of two actin monomers located in the same strand. At the same time,
this distance is much shorter than distance of about 9 nm between N-termini
of two monomers located on di↵erent strands. In this work we investigated two
possible pathways of S1 binding with two actin monomers in F-actin. The docking
procedure based on minimization of binding free energy allowed us to reveal that
the complex of S1 with two actins has much lower energy when S1 neck is oriented
towards the barbed end (model A) rather than to the pointed end (model B).
This finding and our previous time-resolved cross-linking data provide a base
for the model of force generation as a result of the sequential formation of the
actomyosin interface toward the barbed end of F-actin. It can also explain the
directionality of myosin movement on the actin filament. Previously published
actomyosin complex models were based on the fitting of the atomic structures of
S1 and actin into the envelope of F-actin decorated with S1 reconstructed from
electron microscopy (EM) data. EM reconstruction was done with actin filament
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saturated with S1, where S1 interacts mostly only with one actin. The binding
with two actins is possible only at partial decoration of F-actin with S1, where S1
molecules do not interfere with each other. Attempts to directly fit S1 structures
into actin filament fully decorated with S1 were not successful and revealed a
significant structural collisions (Rayment et al., 1993). To get satisfactory fit it
was necessary to artificially alter a shape of S1 by closing a cleft in the 50 kDa
domain of S1 (Holmes, 2010; Liu et al., 2006; Rayment et al., 1993). The obtained
complex does not represent a physiological state of rigor complex, when density
of the bound myosin heads on the actin filament is low. Our model presents a
more physiological state, where there is no interference between neighboring S1
molecules, and it does not require altering the shape or closing the cleft in S1.
We found that in the model of the S1 structure with the closed cleft published by
Liu (Liu et al., 2006) the distance between loops 1 and 2 is too short (3.8 nm) for
S1 to be connected to two N-termini of two actin monomers in the filament. The
structure with the closed cleft is probably realized in complexes at full decoration
of F-actin with S1. The cross-linking data demonstrated that at full decoration,
S1 cross-links only with one monomer predominately via loop of binding site #1,
while at low degree of decoration S1 cross-links with two actins via both loops of
binding sites #1 and #2. The computational docking explained this di↵erence in
cross-linking products at fully and partially decoration of F-actin with S1.
The sequential development of actomyosin interface in one direction might play
an important role in force generation and unidirectional movement of actin
filament relative to the myosin molecule. The formation of the actomyosin
interface is accompanied with a release of significant amount of energy and
it seems unlikely that this energy would be wasted during muscle contrac-
tion. Indeed, it was demonstrated recently that the force exerted by the muscle
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cross-bridge depends directly on the strength of actomyosin bond (Liu et al., 2004).
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Selected Code from Rigid Body Docking Program
public class Clashes
{
public void calculateClashes(Protein actin,
Protein myosin, String myosinInputFilename, String actinInputFilename)
{
OutputFileWriter FileWriter = new OutputFileWriter("/Users/..."
+ getDateTime() + ".txt");
for(int k = 0; k < lenthMyosin; k++)
{




























("c = " + c + " k = "
+ k + " actin is null");
}//end if(actinType ==null)
else if(myosinType == null)
{
System.out.println("c = "
+ c + " k = " + k + " myosin is null");
}//end else if(myosinType ==null)






("Clash#: " + numClashes);
FileWriter.writeToFile
("ClashONE#: " + interactionONE);
FileWriter.writeToFile
("Distance less then 1");
FileWriter.writeToFile
("Atom " + myosin.getAtomNum(k)
+ " " + myosin.getAtomName(k)
+ " " + myosin.getResNum(k)
+ " " + myosin.getXcoordinate(k)
+ " " + myosin.getYcoordinate(k)
+ " " + myosin.getZcoordinate(k)
+ " " + myosin.getAtomType(k));
FileWriter.writeToFile("Atom " +
actin.getAtomNum(c) + " " +
actin.getAtomName(c) + " " +
actin.getResNum(c) + " " +
actin.getXcoordinate(c) + " "
+ actin.getYcoordinate(c)
+ " " + actin.getZcoordinate(c)














("Clash#: " + numClashes);
FileWriter.writeToFile




("Atom " + myosin.getAtomNum(k)
+ " " + myosin.getAtomName(k)
+ " " + myosin.getResNum(k)
+ " " + myosin.getXcoordinate(k)
+ " " + myosin.getYcoordinate(k)
+ " " + myosin.getZcoordinate(k)
+ " " + myosin.getAtomType(k));
FileWriter.writeToFile("Atom " +
actin.getAtomNum(c) + " " +
actin.getAtomName(c) + " " +
actin.getResNum(c) + " " +
actin.getXcoordinate(c) +
" " + actin.getYcoordinate(c)
+ " " + actin.getZcoordinate(c)














("Clash#: " + numClashes);
FileWriter.writeToFile





("Atom " + myosin.getAtomNum(k)
+ " " + myosin.getAtomName(k)
+ " " + myosin.getResNum(k)
+ " " + myosin.getXcoordinate(k)
+ " " + myosin.getYcoordinate(k)
+ " " + myosin.getZcoordinate(k)
+ " " + myosin.getAtomType(k));
FileWriter.writeToFile("Atom "
+ actin.getAtomNum(c) + " "
+ actin.getAtomName(c) + " " +
actin.getResNum(c) + " " +
actin.getXcoordinate(c) +
" " + actin.getYcoordinate(c)
+ " " + actin.getZcoordinate(c)





== true) && (myosinType.equals("C")
== true))
else if((actinType.startsWith("C")






("Clash#: " + numClashes);
FileWriter.writeToFile




("Atom " + myosin.getAtomNum(k)
+ " " + myosin.getAtomName(k)
+ " " + myosin.getResNum(k)
+ " " + myosin.getXcoordinate(k)
+ " " + myosin.getYcoordinate(k)
+ " " + myosin.getZcoordinate(k)




actin.getAtomNum(c) + " "
+ actin.getAtomName(c) + " "
+ actin.getResNum(c) + " " +
actin.getXcoordinate(c)
+ " " + actin.getYcoordinate(c)
+ " " + actin.getZcoordinate(c)
















("Clash#: " + numClashes);
FileWriter.writeToFile




("Atom " + myosin.getAtomNum(k)
+ " " + myosin.getAtomName(k)
+ " " + myosin.getResNum(k)
+ " " + myosin.getXcoordinate(k)
+ " " + myosin.getYcoordinate(k)
+ " " + myosin.getZcoordinate(k)
+ " " + myosin.getAtomType(k));
FileWriter.writeToFile("Atom "
+ actin.getAtomNum(c) + " "
+ actin.getAtomName(c) +
" " + actin.getResNum(c)
+ " " + actin.getXcoordinate(c)
+ " " + actin.getYcoordinate(c)
+ " " + actin.getZcoordinate(c)
+ " " + actin.getAtomType(c));
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FileWriter.writeToFile











("Clash#: " + numClashes);
FileWriter.writeToFile




("Atom " + myosin.getAtomNum(k)
+ " " + myosin.getAtomName(k)
+ " " + myosin.getResNum(k)
+ " " + myosin.getXcoordinate(k)
+ " " + myosin.getYcoordinate(k)
+ " " + myosin.getZcoordinate(k)
+ " " + myosin.getAtomType(k));
FileWriter.
writeToFile("Atom "
+ actin.getAtomNum(c) + " "
+ actin.getAtomName(c) + " "
+ actin.getResNum(c) + " "
+ actin.getXcoordinate(c)
+ " " + actin.getYcoordinate(c)
+ " " + actin.getZcoordinate(c)
















("Clash#: " + numClashes);
FileWriter.writeToFile




("Atom " + myosin.getAtomNum(k)
+ " " + myosin.getAtomName(k)
+ " " + myosin.getResNum(k)
+ " " + myosin.getXcoordinate(k)
+ " " + myosin.getYcoordinate(k)
+ " " + myosin.getZcoordinate(k)
+ " " + myosin.getAtomType(k));
FileWriter.writeToFile("Atom "
+ actin.getAtomNum(c) + " "
+ actin.getAtomName(c) + " "
+ actin.getResNum(c) + " "
+ actin.getXcoordinate(c)
+ " " + actin.getYcoordinate(c)
+ " " + actin.getZcoordinate(c)













("Other " + "actin type: "
+ actin.getAtomType(c)
+ ", myosin type: "
+ myosin.getAtomType(k));
FileWriter.writeToFile("Atom "
+ myosin.getAtomNum(k) + " "
+ myosin.getAtomName(k) + " "
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+ myosin.getResNum(k) + " "
+ myosin.getXcoordinate(k)
+ " " + myosin.getYcoordinate(k)
+ " " + myosin.getZcoordinate(k)
+ " " + myosin.getAtomType(k));
FileWriter.writeToFile("Atom "
+ actin.getAtomNum(c) + " "
+ actin.getAtomName(c) + " "
+ actin.getResNum(c) + " "
+ actin.getXcoordinate(c)
+ " " + actin.getYcoordinate(c)
+ " " + actin.getZcoordinate(c)





}//end if(temp <= 3)
}//end for(int c =0; c < lenthActin; c++)






("Total # of clashes, x < 1 = "
+ interactionONE);
FileWriter.writeToFile
("Total # of clashes = "
+ numClashes);
FileWriter.writeToFile
("Total # of HH clashes = "
+ interactionHH);
FileWriter.writeToFile
("Total # of HC clashes = "
+ interactionHC);
FileWriter.writeToFile
("Total # of CC clashes = "
+ interactionCC);
FileWriter.writeToFile




("Total # of NN clashes = "
+ interactionNN);
FileWriter.writeToFile
("Total # of other clashes, 1 < x < 1.8 = "
+ interactionOTHER);
FileWriter.writeToFile
("Score: # of clashes




("Score: # of clashes +
# other clashes +




}//end public void calculateClashes()











double y1, double z1, double x2,
double y2, double z2)
{




x = Math.abs(x); //
> 0 ? Math.floor(x * 10)





/*private double H_H = 2.0;
private double H_C = 2.5;
private double C_C = 3.0;
private double O_O = 2.7;
private double N_N = 2.7;*/
int numClashes = 0;
int interactionONE = 0;
int interactionHH = 0;
int interactionHC = 0;
int interactionCC = 0;
int interactionOO = 0;
int interactionNN = 0;
int interactionOTHER = 0;
private int lenthMyosin = 6722;







proteinInfo = new proteinResidueData[arraySize];
for(int c = 0; c < arraySize; c++)
{
proteinInfo[c] = new proteinResidueData();
}//end for(int c = 0; c < arraySize: c++)
}//end public Protein(int arraySize)
public String getWholeLine(int position)
{
return proteinInfo[position].getWholeLine();
}//end public String getwholeLine()
public String getAtomType(int position)
{
return proteinInfo[position].getAtomType();
}//end public String getAtomType()
public int getResNum(int position)
{
return proteinInfo[position].getResNum();
}//end public int getAtomNum()
public double getXcoordinate(int position)
{
return proteinInfo[position].getXcoordinate();
}//end public String getXcoordinate()
public double getYcoordinate(int position)
{
return proteinInfo[position].getYcoordinate();
}//end public String getYcoordinate()
public double getZcoordinate(int position)
{
return proteinInfo[position].getZcoordinate();
}//end public String getZcoordinate()




}//end public String getZcoordinate()
public String getAtomName(int position)
{
return proteinInfo[position].getAtomResName();
}//end public String getAtomName()
public int getAtomNum(int position)
{
return proteinInfo[position].getAtomNum();
}//end public int getAtomNum()
public void setAtomType(String type, int position)
{
proteinInfo[position].setAtomType(type.trim());
}//end public void setAtomType(String type, int position)
public void setResNum(int num, int position)
{
proteinInfo[position].setResNum(num);
}//end public void setAtomNum(int num, int position)
public void setXcoordinate(double x, int position)
{
proteinInfo[position].setXcoordinate(x);
}//end public void setXcoordiante(double x, int position)
public void setYcoordinate(double y, int position)
{
proteinInfo[position].setYcoordinate(y);
}//end public void setYcoordiante(double y, int position)
public void setZcoordinate(double z, int position)
{
proteinInfo[position].setZcoordinate(z);
}//end public void setZcoordiante(double z, int position)
public void setASA(double ASAtemp, int position)
{
proteinInfo[position].setASA(ASAtemp);
}//end public void setZcoordiante(double ASAtemp, int position)




}//end public void setAtomName(String name, int position)
public void setAtomNum(int num, int position)
{
proteinInfo[position].setAtomNum(num);
}//end public void setAtomNum(int num, int position)
public void setWholeLine(String temp, int position)
{
proteinInfo[position].setWholeLine(temp);
}//end public void setWholeLine(String temp)
private proteinResidueData[] proteinInfo;








































}//end public int getAtomNum()
public void setResNum(int num)
{
resNum = num;
}//end public void setResNum(int num)
public void setXcoordinate(double x)
{
xCoordinate = x;
}//end public void setXcoordinate(double x)
public void setYcoordinate(double y)
{
yCoordinate = y;
}//end public void setXcoordinate(double y)
public void setZcoordinate(double z)
{
zCoordinate = z;
}//end public void setXcoordniate(double z)
public void setASA(double ASAtemp)
{
ASA = ASAtemp;
}//end public void setXcoordniate(double z)
public void setAtomResName(String name)
{
atomResName = name.trim();
}//end public void setAtomName(String name)
public void setAtomNum(int num)
{
atomNum = num;
}//end public void setAtomNum(int num)
public void setAtomType(String type)
{
atomType = type;
}//end public setAtomType(String type)
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public void setWholeLine(String temp)
{
atomType = temp;
}//end public void setWholeLine(String temp)
private double ASA = 0;
private double xCoordinate = 0;
private double yCoordinate = 0;
private double zCoordinate = 0;
private int resNum = 0;
private String atomResName = null;
private int atomNum = 0;
private String atomType = null;
private String wholeLine = null;




















































+ x567 + "," + y567
+ ", " + z567);
}//end if(resNum ...













println("569: " + x569 + ","
+ y569 + ", " + z569);
}//end if(resNum == 569
&& atomType.equalsIgnoreCase("NZ"))












System.out.println("572: " + x572 + ","
+ y572 + ", " + z572);
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}//end if(resNum == 572...












System.out.println("574: " + x574 + ","
+ y574 + ", " + z574);
}//end if(resNum == 574...













+ x636 + ","
+ y636 + ", "
+ z636);
}//end if(resNum == 636...














+ x637 + ","
+ y637 + ", "
+ z637);
}//end if(resNum == 63...













+ x640 + ","
+ y640 + ", " + z640);
}//end if(resNum == 640...













println("641: " + x641 + ","
+ y641 + ", " + z641);
}//end if(resNum == 641 &&
atomType.equalsIgnoreCase("NZ"))














+ x642 + ","
+ y642 + ", " + z642);
}//end if(resNum == 642
&& atomType.equalsIgnoreCase("NZ"))













+ x644 + ","
+ y644 + ", "
+ z644);
}//end if(resNum == 644
&& atomType.equalsIgnoreCase("NZ"))













("647: " + x647 + ","
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+ y647 + ", " + z647);
}//end if(resNum == 644...
}//end if(strLine.substring(0,3)...
}//end while(((strLine = br...
//Close the input stream
fstream.close();
}//end try


























System.out.println(atomType + ", " + resNum);
//monomer e














("1001-OD1: " + u1_OD1
+ "," + v1_OD1 +
", " + w1_OD1);
}//end (resNum == 1001...














+ "," + v1_OD2 + ", "
+ w1_OD2);
}//end (resNum == 1001 &&
atomType.equalsIgnoreCase("OD2"))














("1002-OE1: " + u2_OE1
+ "," + v2_OE1 + ", "
+ w2_OE1);
}//end (resNum == 1002...)














+ "," + v2_OE2 + ", "
+ w2_OE2);
}//end (resNum == 1002 ...














+ "," + v3_OD1 + ", "
+ w3_OD1);
}//end (resNum == 1003...















+ "," + v3_OD2 + ", "
+ w3_OD2);
}//end (resNum == 1003...














+ "," + v4_OE1 + ",
" + w4_OE1);
}//end (resNum == 1004 ...















+ "," + v4_OE2 + ", "
+ w4_OE2);
}//end (resNum == 1004 &&
atomType.equalsIgnoreCase("OE2"))
//monomer g














+ "," + y1_OD1 + ", "
+ z1_OD1);
}//end (resNum == 3001...














+ "," + y1_OD2 + ", "
+ z1_OD2);
}//end (resNum == 3001...















+ "," + y2_OE1 + ", "
+ z2_OE1);
}//end (resNum == 3002..














+ "," + y2_OE2 + ", "
+ z2_OE2);
}//end (resNum == 3002
&& atomType.equalsIgnoreCase("OE2"))















+ "," + y3_OD1 + ", "
+ z3_OD1);
}//end (resNum == 3003...














+ "," + y3_OD2 + ", "
+ z3_OD2);
}//end (resNum == 3003...














+ "," + y4_OE1 + ", "
+ z4_OE1);
}//end (resNum == 3004...















+ "," + y4_OE2 + ", "
+ z4_OE2);
}//end (resNum == 3004 &&
atomType.equalsIgnoreCase("OE2"))
// monomer I














+ "," + b1_OD1 + ", "
+ c1_OD1);;
}//end (resNum == 5001...)















+ "," + b1_OD2 + ", "
+ c1_OD2);
}//end (resNum == 5001 &&
atomType.equalsIgnoreCase("OD2"))











+ "," + b2_OE1 + ", "
+ c2_OE1);
}//end (resNum == 5002...














+ "," + b2_OE2 + ", "
+ c2_OE2);
}//end (resNum == 5002...















+ "," + b3_OD1 + ", " + c3_OD1);
}//end (resNum == 5003...














+ "," + b3_OD2 + ", "
+ c3_OD2);
}//end (resNum == 5003...














+ "," + b4_OE1 + ", "
+ c4_OE1);
}//end (resNum == 5004 &&
atomType.equalsIgnoreCase("OE1"))
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+ "," + b4_OE2 + ", " +
c4_OE2);
}//end (resNum == 5004...
}//end if(strLine.substring(0,3).equals("ATO"))
}//end while(((strLine = br.readLine())!= null))
//Close the input stream
newfstream.close();
}//end try











("636 - 1001-OD1: " +
calculateDistance
(x636, y636, z636, u1_OD1, v1_OD1, w1_OD1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("636 - 1001-OD2: " +
calculateDistanc
(x636, y636, z636, u1_OD2, v1_OD2, w1_OD2));
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FileWriter.writeToFile("636 - 1002-OE1: " +
calculateDistance
(x636, y636, z636, u2_OE1, v2_OE1, w2_OE1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("636 - 1002-OE2: " +
calculateDistance
(x636, y636, z636, u2_OE2, v2_OE2, w2_OE2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("636 - 1003-OD1: " +
calculateDistance
(x636, y636, z636, u3_OD1, v3_OD1, w3_OD1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("636 - 1003-OD2: " +
calculateDistance
(x636, y636, z636, u3_OD2, v3_OD2, w3_OD2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("636 - 1004-OE1: " +
calculateDistance
(x636, y636, z636, u4_OE1, v4_OE1, w4_OE1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("636 - 1004-OE2: " +
calculateDistance
(x636, y636, z636, u4_OE2, v4_OE2, w4_OE2));
FileWriter.writeToFile("");
FileWriter.writeToFile
("637 - 1001-OD1: " +
calculateDistance
(x637, y637, z637, u1_OD1, v1_OD1, w1_OD1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("637 - 1001-OD2: " +
calculateDistance
(x637, y637, z637, u1_OD2, v1_OD2, w1_OD2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("637 - 1002-OE1: " +
calculateDistance
(x637, y637, z637, u2_OE1, v2_OE1, w2_OE1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("637 - 1002-OE2: " +
calculateDistance
(x637, y637, z637, u2_OE2, v2_OE2, w2_OE2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("637 - 1003-OD1: " +
calculateDistance
(x637, y637, z637, u3_OD1, v3_OD1, w3_OD1));
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FileWriter.writeToFile
("637 - 1003-OD2: " +
calculateDistance
(x637, y637, z637, u3_OD2, v3_OD2, w3_OD2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("637 - 1004-OE1: " +
calculateDistance
(x637, y637, z637, u4_OE1, v4_OE1, w4_OE1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("637 - 1004-OE2: " +
calculateDistance
(x637, y637, z637, u4_OE2, v4_OE2, w4_OE2));
FileWriter.writeToFile("");
FileWriter.writeToFile
("640 - 1001-OD1: " +
calculateDistance
(x640, y640, z640, u1_OD1, v1_OD1, w1_OD1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("640 - 1001-OD2: " +
calculateDistance
(x640, y640, z640, u1_OD2, v1_OD2, w1_OD2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("640 - 1002-OE1: " +
calculateDistance
(x640, y640, z640, u2_OE1, v2_OE1, w2_OE1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("640 - 1002-OE2: " +
calculateDistance
(x640, y640, z640, u2_OE2, v2_OE2, w2_OE2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("640 - 1003-OD1: " +
calculateDistance
(x640, y640, z640, u3_OD1, v3_OD1, w3_OD1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("640 - 1003-OD2: " +
calculateDistance
(x640, y640, z640, u3_OD2, v3_OD2, w3_OD2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("640 - 1004-OE1: " +
calculateDistance
(x640, y640, z640, u4_OE1, v4_OE1, w4_OE1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("640 - 1004-OE2: " +
calculateDistance
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(x640, y640, z640, u4_OE2, v4_OE2, w4_OE2));
FileWriter.writeToFile("");
FileWriter.writeToFile
("641 - 1001-OD1: " +
calculateDistance
(x641, y641, z641, u1_OD1, v1_OD1, w1_OD1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("641 - 1001-OD2: " +
calculateDistance
(x641, y641, z641, u1_OD2, v1_OD2, w1_OD2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("641 - 1002-OE1: " +
calculateDistance
(x641, y641, z641, u2_OE1, v2_OE1, w2_OE1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("641 - 1002-OE2: " +
calculateDistance
(x641, y641, z641, u2_OE2, v2_OE2, w2_OE2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("641 - 1003-OD1: " +
calculateDistance
(x641, y641, z641, u3_OD1, v3_OD1, w3_OD1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("641 - 1003-OD2: " +
calculateDistance
(x641, y641, z641, u3_OD2, v3_OD2, w3_OD2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("641 - 1004-OE1: " +
calculateDistance
(x641, y641, z641, u4_OE1, v4_OE1, w4_OE1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("641 - 1004-OE2: " +
calculateDistance
(x641, y641, z641, u4_OE2, v4_OE2, w4_OE2));
FileWriter.writeToFile("");
FileWriter.writeToFile
("642 - 1001-OD1: " +
calculateDistance
(x642, y642, z642, u1_OD1, v1_OD1, w1_OD1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("642 - 1001-OD2: " +
calculateDistance
(x642, y642, z642, u1_OD2, v1_OD2, w1_OD2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
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("642 - 1002-OE1: " +
calculateDistance
(x642, y642, z642, u2_OE1, v2_OE1, w2_OE1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("642 - 1002-OE2: " +
calculateDistance
(x642, y642, z642, u2_OE2, v2_OE2, w2_OE2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("642 - 1003-OD1: " +
calculateDistance
(x642, y642, z642, u3_OD1, v3_OD1, w3_OD1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("642 - 1003-OD2: " +
calculateDistance
(x642, y642, z642, u3_OD2, v3_OD2, w3_OD2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("642 - 1004-OE1: " +
calculateDistance
(x642, y642, z642, u4_OE1, v4_OE1, w4_OE1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("642 - 1004-OE2: " +
calculateDistance
(x642, y642, z642, u4_OE2, v4_OE2, w4_OE2));
FileWriter.writeToFile("");
FileWriter.writeToFile
("647 - 1001-OD1: " +
calculateDistance
(x647, y647, z647, u1_OD1, v1_OD1, w1_OD1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("647 - 1001-OD2: " +
calculateDistance
(x647, y647, z647, u1_OD2, v1_OD2, w1_OD2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("647 - 1002-OE1: " +
calculateDistance
(x647, y647, z647, u2_OE1, v2_OE1, w2_OE1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("647 - 1002-OE2: " +
calculateDistance
(x647, y647, z647, u2_OE2, v2_OE2, w2_OE2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("647 - 1003-OD1: " +
calculateDistance
(x647, y647, z647, u3_OD1, v3_OD1, w3_OD1));
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FileWriter.writeToFile
("647 - 1003-OD2: " +
calculateDistance
(x647, y647, z647, u3_OD2, v3_OD2, w3_OD2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("647 - 1004-OE1: " +
calculateDistance
(x647, y647, z647, u4_OE1, v4_OE1, w4_OE1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("647 - 1004-OE2: " +
calculateDistance
(x647, y647, z647, u4_OE2, v4_OE2, w4_OE2));
FileWriter.writeToFile("");
FileWriter.writeToFile
("567 - 3001-OD1: " +
calculateDistance
(x567, y567, z567, x1_OD1, y1_OD1, z1_OD1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("567 - 3001-OD2: " +
calculateDistance
(x567, y567, z567, x1_OD2, y1_OD2, z1_OD2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("567 - 3002-OE1: " +
calculateDistance
(x567, y567, z567, x2_OE1, y2_OE1, z2_OE1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("567 - 3002-OE2: " +
calculateDistance
(x567, y567, z567, x2_OE2, y2_OE2, z2_OE2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("567 - 3003-OD1: " +
calculateDistance
(x567, y567, z567, x3_OD1, y3_OD1, z3_OD1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("567 - 3003-OD2: " +
calculateDistance
(x567, y567, z567, x3_OD2, y3_OD2, z3_OD2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("567 - 3004-OE1: " +
calculateDistance
(x567, y567, z567, x4_OE1, y4_OE1, z4_OE1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("567 - 3004-OE2: " +
calculateDistance
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(x567, y567, z567, x4_OE2, y4_OE2, z4_OE2));
FileWriter.writeToFile("");
FileWriter.writeToFile
("569 - 3001-OD1: " +
calculateDistance
(x569, y569, z569, x1_OD1, y1_OD1, z1_OD1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("569 - 3001-OD2: " +
calculateDistanc
e(x569, y569, z569, x1_OD2, y1_OD2, z1_OD2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("569 - 3002-OE1: " +
calculateDistance
(x569, y569, z569, x2_OE1, y2_OE1, z2_OE1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("569 - 3002-OE2: " +
calculateDistance
(x569, y569, z569, x2_OE2, y2_OE2, z2_OE2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("569 - 3003-OD1: " +
calculateDistance
(x569, y569, z569, x3_OD1, y3_OD1, z3_OD1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("569 - 3003-OD2: " +
calculateDistance
(x569, y569, z569, x3_OD2, y3_OD2, z3_OD2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("569 - 3004-OE1: " +
calculateDistance
(x569, y569, z569, x4_OE1, y4_OE1, z4_OE1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("569 - 3004-OE2: " +
calculateDistance
(x569, y569, z569, x4_OE2, y4_OE2, z4_OE2));
FileWriter.writeToFile("");
FileWriter.writeToFile
("572 - 3001-OD1: " +
calculateDistance
(x572, y572, z572, x1_OD1, y1_OD1, z1_OD1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("572 - 3001-OD2: " +
calculateDistance
(x572, y572, z572, x1_OD2, y1_OD2, z1_OD2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
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("572 - 3002-OE1: " +
calculateDistance
(x572, y572, z572, x2_OE1, y2_OE1, z2_OE1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("572 - 3002-OE2: " +
calculateDistance
(x572, y572, z572, x2_OE2, y2_OE2, z2_OE2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("572 - 3003-OD1: " +
calculateDistance
(x572, y572, z572, x3_OD1, y3_OD1, z3_OD1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("572 - 3003-OD2: " +
calculateDistance
(x572, y572, z572, x3_OD2, y3_OD2, z3_OD2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("572 - 3004-OE1: " +
calculateDistance
(x572, y572, z572, x4_OE1, y4_OE1, z4_OE1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("572 - 3004-OE2: " +
calculateDistance
(x572, y572, z572, x4_OE2, y4_OE2, z4_OE2));
FileWriter.writeToFile("");
FileWriter.writeToFile
("574 - 3001-OD1: " +
calculateDistance
(x574, y574, z574, x1_OD1, y1_OD1, z1_OD1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("574 - 3001-OD2: " +
calculateDistance
(x574, y574, z574, x1_OD2, y1_OD2, z1_OD2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("574 - 3002-OE1: " +
calculateDistance
(x574, y574, z574, x2_OE1, y2_OE1, z2_OE1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("574 - 3002-OE2: " +
calculateDistance
(x574, y574, z574, x2_OE2, y2_OE2, z2_OE2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("574 - 3003-OD1: " +
calculateDistance
(x574, y574, z574, x3_OD1, y3_OD1, z3_OD1));
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FileWriter.writeToFile
("574 - 3003-OD2: " +
calculateDistance
(x574, y574, z574, x3_OD2, y3_OD2, z3_OD2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("574 - 3004-OE1: " +
calculateDistanc
(x574, y574, z574, x4_OE1, y4_OE1, z4_OE1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("574 - 3004-OE2: " +
calculateDistance
(x574, y574, z574, x4_OE2, y4_OE2, z4_OE2));
*/
FileWriter.writeToFile
("636 - 3001-OD1: " +
calculateDistance
(x636, y636, z636, x1_OD1, y1_OD1, z1_OD1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("636 - 3001-OD2: " +
calculateDistance
(x636, y636, z636, x1_OD2, y1_OD2, z1_OD2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("636 - 3002-OE1: " +
calculateDistance
(x636, y636, z636, x2_OE1, y2_OE1, z2_OE1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("636 - 3002-OE2: " +
calculateDistance
(x636, y636, z636, x2_OE2, y2_OE2, z2_OE2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("636 - 3003-OD1: " +
calculateDistance
(x636, y636, z636, x3_OD1, y3_OD1, z3_OD1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("636 - 3003-OD2: " +
calculateDistance
(x636, y636, z636, x3_OD2, y3_OD2, z3_OD2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("636 - 3004-OE1: " +
calculateDistance
(x636, y636, z636, x4_OE1, y4_OE1, z4_OE1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("636 - 3004-OE2: " +
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calculateDistance
(x636, y636, z636, x4_OE2, y4_OE2, z4_OE2));
FileWriter.writeToFile("");
FileWriter.writeToFile
("637 - 3001-OD1: " +
calculateDistance
(x637, y637, z637, x1_OD1, y1_OD1, z1_OD1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("637 - 3001-OD2: " +
calculateDistance
(x637, y637, z637, x1_OD2, y1_OD2, z1_OD2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("637 - 3002-OE1: " +
calculateDistance
(x637, y637, z637, x2_OE1, y2_OE1, z2_OE1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("637 - 3002-OE2: " +
calculateDistance
(x637, y637, z637, x2_OE2, y2_OE2, z2_OE2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("637 - 3003-OD1: " +
calculateDistance
(x637, y637, z637, x3_OD1, y3_OD1, z3_OD1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("637 - 3003-OD2: " +
calculateDistance
(x637, y637, z637, x3_OD2, y3_OD2, z3_OD2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("637 - 3004-OE1: " +
calculateDistance
(x637, y637, z637, x4_OE1, y4_OE1, z4_OE1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("637 - 3004-OE2: " +
calculateDistance
(x637, y637, z637, x4_OE2, y4_OE2, z4_OE2));
FileWriter.writeToFile("");
FileWriter.writeToFile
("640 - 3001-OD1: " +
calculateDistance
(x640, y640, z640, x1_OD1, y1_OD1, z1_OD1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("640 - 3001-OD2: " +
calculateDistance
(x640, y640, z640, x1_OD2, y1_OD2, z1_OD2));
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FileWriter.writeToFile("640 - 3002-OE1: " +
calculateDistance(
x640, y640, z640, x2_OE1, y2_OE1, z2_OE1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("640 - 3002-OE2: " +
calculateDistance
(x640, y640, z640, x2_OE2, y2_OE2, z2_OE2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("640 - 3003-OD1: " +
calculateDistance
(x640, y640, z640, x3_OD1, y3_OD1, z3_OD1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("640 - 3003-OD2: " +
calculateDistance
(x640, y640, z640, x3_OD2, y3_OD2, z3_OD2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("640 - 3004-OE1: " +
calculateDistance
(x640, y640, z640, x4_OE1, y4_OE1, z4_OE1));
FileWriter.writeToFile("640 - 3004-OE2: " +
calculateDistance
(x640, y640, z640, x4_OE2, y4_OE2, z4_OE2));
FileWriter.writeToFile("");
FileWriter.writeToFile
("641 - 3001-OD1: " +
calculateDistance
(x641, y641, z641, x1_OD1, y1_OD1, z1_OD1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("641 - 3001-OD2: " +
calculateDistance
(x641, y641, z641, x1_OD2, y1_OD2, z1_OD2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("641 - 3002-OE1: " +
calculateDistance
(x641, y641, z641, x2_OE1, y2_OE1, z2_OE1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("641 - 3002-OE2: " +
calculateDistance
(x641, y641, z641, x2_OE2, y2_OE2, z2_OE2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("641 - 3003-OD1: " +
calculateDistance
(x641, y641, z641, x3_OD1, y3_OD1, z3_OD1));
FileWriter.writeToFile("641 - 3003-OD2: " +
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calculateDistance
(x641, y641, z641, x3_OD2, y3_OD2, z3_OD2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("641 - 3004-OE1: " +
calculateDistance
(x641, y641, z641, x4_OE1, y4_OE1, z4_OE1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("641 - 3004-OE2: " +
calculateDistance
(x641, y641, z641, x4_OE2, y4_OE2, z4_OE2));
FileWriter.writeToFile("");
FileWriter.writeToFile
("642 - 3001-OD1: " +
calculateDistance
(x642, y642, z642, x1_OD1, y1_OD1, z1_OD1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("642 - 3001-OD2: " +
calculateDistance
(x642, y642, z642, x1_OD2, y1_OD2, z1_OD2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("642 - 3002-OE1: " +
calculateDistance
(x642, y642, z642, x2_OE1, y2_OE1, z2_OE1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("642 - 3002-OE2: " +
calculateDistance
(x642, y642, z642, x2_OE2, y2_OE2, z2_OE2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("642 - 3003-OD1: " +
calculateDistance
(x642, y642, z642, x3_OD1, y3_OD1, z3_OD1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("642 - 3003-OD2: " +
calculateDistance
(x642, y642, z642, x3_OD2, y3_OD2, z3_OD2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("642 - 3004-OE1: " +
calculateDistance
(x642, y642, z642, x4_OE1, y4_OE1, z4_OE1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("642 - 3004-OE2: " +
calculateDistance





("647 - 3001-OD1: " +
calculateDistance
(x647, y647, z647, x1_OD1, y1_OD1, z1_OD1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("647 - 3001-OD2: " +
calculateDistance
(x647, y647, z647, x1_OD2, y1_OD2, z1_OD2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("647 - 3002-OE1: " +
calculateDistance
(x647, y647, z647, x2_OE1, y2_OE1, z2_OE1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("647 - 3002-OE2: " +
calculateDistance
(x647, y647, z647, x2_OE2, y2_OE2, z2_OE2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("647 - 3003-OD1: " +
calculateDistance(
x647, y647, z647, x3_OD1, y3_OD1, z3_OD1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("647 - 3003-OD2: " +
calculateDistance
(x647, y647, z647, x3_OD2, y3_OD2, z3_OD2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("647 - 3004-OE1: " +
calculateDistance
(x647, y647, z647, x4_OE1, y4_OE1, z4_OE1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("647 - 3004-OE2: " +
calculateDistance
(x647, y647, z647, x4_OE2, y4_OE2, z4_OE2));
FileWriter.writeToFile("");
FileWriter.writeToFile
("567 - 1001-OD1: " +
calculateDistance
(x567, y567, z567, u1_OD1, v1_OD1, w1_OD1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("567 - 1001-OD2: " +
calculateDistance
(x567, y567, z567, u1_OD2, v1_OD2, w1_OD2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("567 - 1002-OE1: " +
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calculateDistance
(x567, y567, z567, u2_OE1, v2_OE1, w2_OE1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("567 - 1002-OE2: " +
calculateDistance
(x567, y567, z567, u2_OE2, v2_OE2, w2_OE2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("567 - 1003-OD1: " +
calculateDistance
(x567, y567, z567, u3_OD1, v3_OD1, w3_OD1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("567 - 1003-OD2: " +
calculateDistance
(x567, y567, z567, u3_OD2, v3_OD2, w3_OD2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("567 - 1004-OE1: " +
calculateDistance
(x567, y567, z567, u4_OE1, v4_OE1, w4_OE1));
FileWriter.writeToFile("567 - 1004-OE2: " +
calculateDistance
(x567, y567, z567, u4_OE2, v4_OE2, w4_OE2));
FileWriter.writeToFile("");
FileWriter.writeToFile
("569 - 1001-OD1: " +
calculateDistance(x569, y569, z569, u1_OD1, v1_OD1, w1_OD1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("569 - 1001-OD2: " +
calculateDistance
(x569, y569, z569, u1_OD2, v1_OD2, w1_OD2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("569 - 1002-OE1: " +
calculateDistance
(x569, y569, z569, u2_OE1, v2_OE1, w2_OE1));
FileWriter.writeToFile("569 - 1002-OE2: " +
calculateDistance
(x569, y569, z569, u2_OE2, v2_OE2, w2_OE2));
FileWriter.writeToFile("569 - 1003-OD1: " +
calculateDistance
(x569, y569, z569, u3_OD1, v3_OD1, w3_OD1));
FileWriter.writeToFile("569 - 1003-OD2: " +
calculateDistance
(x569, y569, z569, u3_OD2, v3_OD2, w3_OD2));
FileWriter.writeToFile("569 - 1004-OE1: " +
calculateDistance
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(x569, y569, z569, u4_OE1, v4_OE1, w4_OE1));
FileWriter.writeToFile("569 - 1004-OE2: " +
calculateDistance
(x569, y569, z569, u4_OE2, v4_OE2, w4_OE2));
FileWriter.writeToFile("");
FileWriter.writeToFile
("572 - 1001-OD1: " +
calculateDistance
(x572, y572, z572, u1_OD1, v1_OD1, w1_OD1));
FileWriter.writeToFile("572 - 1001-OD2: " +
calculateDistance
(x572, y572, z572, u1_OD2, v1_OD2, w1_OD2));
FileWriter.writeToFile("572 - 1002-OE1: " +
calculateDistance
(x572, y572, z572, u2_OE1, v2_OE1, w2_OE1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("572 - 1002-OE2: " +
calculateDistance
(x572, y572, z572, u2_OE2, v2_OE2, w2_OE2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("572 - 1003-OD1: " +
calculateDistance
(x572, y572, z572, u3_OD1, v3_OD1, w3_OD1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("572 - 1003-OD2: " +
calculateDistance
(x572, y572, z572, u3_OD2, v3_OD2, w3_OD2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("572 - 1004-OE1: " +
calculateDistance
(x572, y572, z572, u4_OE1, v4_OE1, w4_OE1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("572 - 1004-OE2: " +
calculateDistance
(x572, y572, z572, u4_OE2, v4_OE2, w4_OE2));
FileWriter.writeToFile("");
FileWriter.writeToFile
("574 - 1001-OD1: " +
calculateDistance
(x574, y574, z574, u1_OD1, v1_OD1, w1_OD1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("574 - 1001-OD2: " +
calculateDistance
(x574, y574, z574, u1_OD2, v1_OD2, w1_OD2));
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FileWriter.writeToFile
("574 - 1002-OE1: " +
calculateDistance
(x574, y574, z574, u2_OE1, v2_OE1, w2_OE1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("574 - 1002-OE2: " +
calculateDistance
(x574, y574, z574, u2_OE2, v2_OE2, w2_OE2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("574 - 1003-OD1: " +
calculateDistance
(x574, y574, z574, u3_OD1, v3_OD1, w3_OD1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("574 - 1003-OD2: " +
calculateDistance
(x574, y574, z574, u3_OD2, v3_OD2, w3_OD2));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("574 - 1004-OE1: " +
calculateDistance
(x574, y574, z574, u4_OE1, v4_OE1, w4_OE1));
FileWriter.writeToFile
("574 - 1004-OE2: " +
calculateDistance
(x574, y574, z574, u4_OE2, v4_OE2, w4_OE2));
}//end private void calcuateDistancesActinMyosin()
private double calculateDistance(double x1, double y1,
double z1, double x2, double y2, double z2)
{
//System.out.println((x1-x2)






(x1 + " " + x2 + " "
+ y1 + " " + y2 + " "
+ z1 + " " + z2);





x = Math.abs(x > 0 ? Math.floor(x * 10) / 10.0 :
Math.ceil(x * 10) / 10.0);
return x;
}//end private double calculateDistance()









//(Nz atoms of Lys 636, 637, 640, 641, 644
//Od1 & Od2 atoms of Asp 1, 3 or Oe1
//& Oe2 atoms of Glu 2, 4 (1st monomer)
//Nz atoms of Lys 567, 569, 572, 574)
//Od1 & Od2 atoms of Asp 1, 3 or Oe1
//& Oe2 atoms of Glu 2, 4 (2nd monomer)
private double x567 = 0, y567 = 0, z567 = 0;
private double x569 = 0, y569 = 0, z569 = 0;
private double x572 = 0, y572 = 0, z572 = 0;
private double x574 = 0, y574 = 0, z574 = 0;
private double x636 = 0, y636 = 0, z636 = 0;
private double x637 = 0, y637 = 0, z637 = 0;
private double x640 = 0, y640 = 0, z640 = 0;
private double x641 = 0, y641 = 0, z641 = 0;
private double x642 = 0, y642 = 0, z642 = 0;
private double x644 = 0, y644 = 0, z644 = 0;
//ATOM 4941 OE1 GLN A 647
// 50.159 37.334 38.493 1.00100.00
private double x647 = 0, y647 = 0, z647 = 0;
private double u1_OD1 = 0, v1_OD1 = 0, w1_OD1 = 0;
private double u1_OD2 = 0, v1_OD2 = 0, w1_OD2 = 0;
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private double u2_OE1 = 0, v2_OE1 = 0, w2_OE1 = 0;
private double u2_OE2 = 0, v2_OE2 = 0, w2_OE2 = 0;
private double u3_OD1 = 0, v3_OD1 = 0, w3_OD1 = 0;
private double u3_OD2 = 0, v3_OD2 = 0, w3_OD2 = 0;
private double u4_OE1 = 0, v4_OE1 = 0, w4_OE1 = 0;
private double u4_OE2 = 0, v4_OE2 = 0, w4_OE2 = 0;
private double x1_OD1 = 0, y1_OD1 = 0, z1_OD1 = 0;
private double x1_OD2 = 0, y1_OD2 = 0, z1_OD2 = 0;
private double x2_OE1 = 0, y2_OE1 = 0, z2_OE1 = 0;
private double x2_OE2 = 0, y2_OE2 = 0, z2_OE2 = 0;
private double x3_OD1 = 0, y3_OD1 = 0, z3_OD1 = 0;
private double x3_OD2 = 0, y3_OD2 = 0, z3_OD2 = 0;
private double x4_OE1 = 0, y4_OE1 = 0, z4_OE1 = 0;
private double x4_OE2 = 0, y4_OE2 = 0, z4_OE2 = 0;
private double a1_OD1 = 0, b1_OD1 = 0, c1_OD1 = 0;
private double a1_OD2 = 0, b1_OD2 = 0, c1_OD2 = 0;
private double a2_OE1 = 0, b2_OE1 = 0, c2_OE1 = 0;
private double a2_OE2 = 0, b2_OE2 = 0, c2_OE2 = 0;
private double a3_OD1 = 0, b3_OD1 = 0, c3_OD1 = 0;
private double a3_OD2 = 0, b3_OD2 = 0, c3_OD2 = 0;
private double a4_OE1 = 0, b4_OE1 = 0, c4_OE1 = 0;
private double a4_OE2 = 0, b4_OE2 = 0, c4_OE2 = 0;
private OutputFileWriter FileWriter =
new OutputFileWriter("/Users/..."








int ix = (int)(rotatedX * 100.0); // scale it

















ix = (int)(rotatedZ * 100.0); // scale it
roundedValue = ((double)ix)/100.0;
rotatedZ = roundedValue;




int ix = (int)(rotatedX * 1000.0); // scale it










ix = (int)(rotatedZ * 1000.0); // scale it
roundedValue = ((double)ix)/1000.0;
rotatedZ = roundedValue;






int ix = (int)(rotatedX * 1000.0); // scale it











ix = (int)(rotatedZ * 1000.0); // scale it
roundedValue = ((double)ix)/1000.0;
rotatedZ = roundedValue;




int ix = (int)(rotatedX * 100.0); // scale it




















ix = (int)(rotatedZ * 100.0); // scale it
roundedValue = ((double)ix)/100.0;
rotatedZ = roundedValue;
}//end public void veryoldrotatePodouble()
public void setPoints(double ax,double ay,double az,












}//end public void setPoints(double ax,double ay,double az,
double bx, double by,double bz)


















}//end public double getRotatedZ()
//points
//pointe to be rotated
double x = 0;
double y = 0;
double z = 0;
//first contact on Myosin
double a = 0;
double b = 0;
double c = 0;
//Secodn contact on Myosin
double d = 0;
double e = 0;
double f = 0;
//vector of rotation
double u = 0;
double v = 0;
double w = 0;
double theta = 0;
double rotatedX = 0;
double rotatedY = 0;





public void calculateNpairs(Protein actin, Protein myosin, String inputFilenameMyosin, String inputFilenameActin)
{
fillArrays();
OutputFileWriter FileWriter = new OutputFileWriter("/Users/.."
+ getDateTime() + ".txt");
OutputFileWriter FileWriterPolarPairs = new OutputFileWriter("/Users/..."
+ getDateTime() + ".txt");
OutputFileWriter FileWriterNpairsExcel = new OutputFileWriter("/Users/..."
+ getDateTime() + ".txt");
for(int k = 0; k < lenthMyosin; k++)
{
for(int c = 0; c < lenthActin; c++)
{
String actinType = actin.getAtomType(c);
String actinResName = actin.getAtomName(c);
int actinResNum = actin.getResNum(c);
double actinX = actin.getXcoordinate(c);
double actinY = actin.getYcoordinate(c);
double actinZ = actin.getZcoordinate(c);
String myosinType = myosin.getAtomType(k);
String myosinResName = myosin.getAtomName(k);
int myosinResNum = myosin.getResNum(k);
double myosinX = myosin.getXcoordinate(k);
double myosinY = myosin.getYcoordinate(k);
double myosinZ = myosin.getZcoordinate(k);
double temp = calculateDistance(myosinX, myosinY,






System.out.println("c = " + c + " k = "
+ k + " actin is null");
}//end if(actinType ==null)
else if(myosinType == null)
{
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System.out.println("c = " + c + " k = "
+ k + " myosin is null");
}//end else if(myosinType ==null)
else
{

















}//end for(int i = 0; i < 84; i++)





}//end for(int i = 0; i < 84; i++)
if(myosinTest == true &&
actinTest == true)
{











writeToFile(actinResName + ", "
+ actin.getResNum(c) + ", " + actinType);
FileWriterNpairsExcel.writeToFile("");
}//end if(NpairsDistance < 2.8)
numNpairs++;
FileWriter.writeToFile("Npairs#: " + numNpairs);
FileWriter.writeToFile("Pair: " + actinType +
" " + myosinType);
FileWriter.writeToFile("Atom "
+ myosin.getAtomNum(k) + " " + myosinResName
+ " " + myosin.getResNum(k) + " " + myosinX
+ " " + myosinY + " " + myosinZ + " "
+ myosinType);
FileWriter.writeToFile("Atom "
+ actin.getAtomNum(c) + " " + actinResName
+ " " + actin.getResNum(c) + " " + actinX





}//end if((actinType.startsWith("N") == true)
&& (myosinType.startsWith("O") == true))
if((actinType.equals("NZ") == true)







+ ", " + myosin.getResNum(k)
+ ", " + myosinType);
FileWriterNpairsExcel.
writeToFile(actinResName
+ ", " + actin.getResNum(c) + ", "
+ actinType);
FileWriterNpairsExcel.writeToFile("");
}//end if(NpairsDistance < 2.8)
numNpairs++;
FileWriter.writeToFile("Npairs#: " + numNpairs);
FileWriter.writeToFile("Pair: " + actinType
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+ " " + myosinType);
FileWriter.writeToFile("Atom "
+ myosin.getAtomNum(k) + " " + myosinResName
+ " " + myosin.getResNum(k) + " " +
myosinX + " " + myosinY + " " + myosinZ
+ " " + myosinType);
FileWriter.writeToFile("Atom "
+ actin.getAtomNum(c) + " "
+ actinResName + " " + actin.getResNum(c)
+ " " + actinX + " " + actinY + " " + actinZ




}//end if((actinType.startsWith("NZ") == true)
&& (myosinType.startsWith("O") == true))
if((actinType.startsWith("O") == true)






writeToFile(myosinResName + ", "
+ myosin.getResNum(k) + ", " + myosinType);
FileWriterNpairsExcel.
writeToFile(actinResName + ", "
+ actin.getResNum(c) + ", "
+ actinType);
FileWriterNpairsExcel.writeToFile("");
}//end if(NpairsDistance < 2.8
numNpairs++;
FileWriter.writeToFile("Npairs#: " + numNpairs);
FileWriter.writeToFile("Pair: " + actinType
+ " " + myosinType);
FileWriter.writeToFile("Atom "
+ myosin.getAtomNum(k) + " " + myosinResName
+ " " + myosin.getResNum(k) + " "
+ myosinX + " " + myosinY + " " +
myosinZ + " " + myosinType);
FileWriter.writeToFile("Atom "
+ actin.getAtomNum(c) + " " + actinResName
+ " " + actin.getResNum(c) + " " +
actinX + " " + actinY + " " +
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}//end if((actinType.startsWith("O") == true)
&& (myosinType.startsWith("N") == true))
if((actinType.startsWith("O") == true)






writeToFile(myosinResName + ", "
+ myosin.getResNum(k) + ", "
+ myosinType);
FileWriterNpairsExcel.
writeToFile(actinResName + ", "
+ actin.getResNum(c) + ", "
+ actinType);
FileWriterNpairsExcel.writeToFile("");
}//end if(NpairsDistance < 2.8
numNpairs++;
FileWriter.writeToFile("Npairs#: " + numNpairs);
FileWriter.writeToFile("Pair: " + actinType
+ " " + myosinType);
FileWriter.writeToFile("Atom "
+ myosin.getAtomNum(k) + " " + myosinResName
+ " " + myosin.getResNum(k) + " " + myosinX
+ " " + myosinY + " " + myosinZ + " "
+ myosinType);
FileWriter.writeToFile("Atom "
+ actin.getAtomNum(c) + " " +
actinResName + " " + actin.getResNum(c)
+ " " + actinX + " " + actinY + " "




}//end if((actinType.startsWith("O") == true)
&& (myosinType.startsWith("NZ") == true))





//System.out.println("Actin Residue is: "
























































}//end for(int i = 0; i < 84; i++)





}//end for(int i = 0; i < 84; i++)








&& (myosinType.startsWith("O") == true)
|| (actinType.startsWith("O") == true)
&& (myosinType.startsWith("O") == true)
|| (actinType.startsWith("O") == true)








writeToFile("Pair: " + actinType
+ " " + myosinType);
FileWriterPolarPairs.
writeToFile("Atom "
+ myosin.getAtomNum(k) + " "
+ myosinResName + " "
+ myosin.getResNum(k)
+ " " + myosinX + " " +
myosinY + " " + myosinZ
+ " " + myosinType);
FileWriterPolarPairs.
writeToFile("Atom " +
actin.getAtomNum(c) + " " +
actinResName + " " +
actin.getResNum(c) + " " +
actinX + " " + actinY +








}//end if(myosinTest == true ...
}//end if(temp <= polarPairsDistance)
}//end if(myosinResName.equals
}//end if(actinResName.equals
}//end for(int c =0; c < lenthActin; c++)




("Total # of Npairs < 3.8 = " + numNpairs);
FileWriter.writeToFile








("Total # of PolarPairs = " + numPolarPairs);
}//end public void calculateClashes()
private static double calculateDistance
(double x1, double y1, double z1,
double x2, double y2, double z2)
{
double x = Math.sqrt(Math.pow((x1-x2),2)
+ Math.pow((y1-y2),2)+ Math.pow((z1-z2),2));
x = Math.abs(x); // > 0 ? Math.floor(x * 10)
/ 10.0 : Math.ceil(x * 10) / 10.0);
return x;
}//end private static double calculateDistance
(double x1, double x2, double
y1, double y2, double z1, double z2)
private final static String getDateTime()
{






private int numNpairs = 0;
private int numNpairsLessThen = 0;
private int numPolarPairs = 0;
private double polarPairsDistance = 3.8;
private double NpairsDistance = 3.8;
private int lenthMyosin = 6722;
private int lenthActin = 14648;
boolean actinTest = true;
boolean myosinTest = true;
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private int[] actinResiduesExcludeE = new int[84];
private int[] actinResiduesExcludeF = new int[84];
private int[] actinResiduesExcludeG = new int[84];
private int[] actinResiduesExcludeH = new int[84];
private int[] actinResiduesExcludeI = new int[84];
private int [] myosinResiduesExcludeH = new int[84];
}//end public class Npairs
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public static void calculateASA




OutputFileWriter FileWriter = new OutputFileWriter("/Users/..."
+ getDateTime() + ".txt");
FileWriter.writeToFile
("REMARK File Names Before:");
FileWriter.writeToFile
("REMARK " + inputFilename02);
FileWriter.writeToFile
("REMARK " + inputFilename03);
FileWriter.writeToFile
("REMARK File Names After:");
FileWriter.writeToFile
("REMARK " + inputFilename00);
FileWriter.writeToFile
("REMARK " + inputFilename01);
FileWriter.writeToFile
("Residue" + "\t\t" + "Number"
+ "\t\t" + "Before" + "\t\t" + "After"





double beforeASA = 0;
double afterASA = 0;
double roundedValueBeforeASA = 0;
double roundedValueAfterASA = 0;
double deltaASA = 0;
double roundedValueDeltaASA = 0;
double finalASA = 0;
double totalASAbefore = 0;
double totalASAafter = 0;
int counter = 1;
int size = myosinSize;











































int r = (int)(beforeASA * 1000);
roundedValueBeforeASA = r / 1000.0;
r = (int)(afterASA * 1000);
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roundedValueAfterASA = r / 1000.0;
deltaASA = beforeASA - afterASA;
r = (int)(deltaASA * 1000);
roundedValueDeltaASA = r / 1000.0;







































}//end if(resNum == counter)

























































int r = (int)(beforeASA * 1000);
roundedValueBeforeASA = r / 1000.0;
r = (int)(afterASA * 1000);
roundedValueAfterASA = r / 1000.0;
deltaASA = beforeASA - afterASA;
r = (int)(deltaASA * 1000);
roundedValueDeltaASA = r / 1000.0;



















+ "\t\t" + actinStructure.getResNum(c)
+ "\t\t\t" + roundedValueBeforeASA
+ "\t\t" + roundedValueAfterASA
+ "\t\t" + roundedValueDeltaASA


























}//end for(int c = 0; c < size;c++)
}//end public static void calculateASA...
public static void calculateRa()
{
double ala = 70.79;
double ile = 165.58*60;
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double leu = 154.24*60;
double met = 167.87*60;
double phe = 180.97*60;
double pro = 130.76*60;
double trp = 223.23*60;
















+ getDateTime() + ".txt");






"\t\t" + "Number" + "\t\t" + "Before"
+ "\t\t" + "After" + "\t\t\t" + "deltaAT"




double beforeSCASA = 0;
double afterSCASA = 0;
double roundedValueBeforeSCASA = 0;
double roundedValueAfterSCASA = 0;
double deltaSCASA = 0;
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double roundedValueDeltaSCASA = 0;
double Ra = 0;



















































































(resName + "," +
proteinStructureBefore.getResNum(c)
+ "," + roundedValueBeforeSCASA
+ "," + roundedValueAfterSCASA
+ "," + roundedValueDeltaSCASA




}//end for(int c = 0; ...
}//end public static void calculateAT()
















+ getDateTime() + ".txt");
//OutputFileWriter FileWriter =
new OutputFileWriter("/Users...M"
+ getDateTime() + ".txt");
//FileWriter.writeToFile
("REMARK File Names After:");
FileWriter.writeToFile
("REMARK File Names Before:");
FileWriter.writeToFile
("REMARK " + inputFilename00);
FileWriter.writeToFile
("REMARK " + inputFilename01);
FileWriter.writeToFile






for(int c = 0; c < arraySize;c++)
{












}//end if(resNum == counter)
}//end for(int c = 0; c < size;c++)
}//end for(int c = 0; c < arraySize;c++)
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for(int c = 0; c < arraySize;c++)
{









}//end if(resNum == counter)
}//end for(int c = 0; c < size;c++)
}//end for(int c = 0; c < arraySize;c++)
FileWriter.writeToFile("");
}//end public static void findInterfaceResidues...
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if ( (isset($_POST[’sqlfile’])) &&
($_POST[’injectionAction’]==’Insert’) ) {
if (substr($_POST[’sqlfile’],0,3)
!= "sql") header("Location: index.php");
if (!(file_exists($_POST[’sqlfile’])))
header("Location: index.php");
echo "<div style=’font-weight: bold;
color: red;’>











(substr($line,0,6) == "INSERT")) {
array_push($sql_commands,$command);
$command = "";
$command .= rtrim($line) . PHP_EOL;
}
else {













.*/ "<br />Inserted successfuly.<br />
<br />"; }
else { echo "[WARNING!]
FAILED TO INSERT!<br />".mysql_error()."






































elseif (’input’ == $_GET[’view’])
{
// Connect to database
OpenDB();
// SQL query to open database and
// select a Protein Id
// and code from the table fcat
//$query = "SELECT * FROM fcat WHERE
Code=’" . $_GET["Code"] .
"’";
$query = "SELECT * FROM
fcat WHERE ProteinID=’".
mysql_real_escape_string






















100%;’>\n" . $row["InputFile"] . "\n</pre>";
}
}
elseif (’sum’ == $_GET[’view’])
{
// Connect to database
OpenDB();
// SQL query
$query = "SELECT * FROM fcat
WHERE ProteinID=’".
mysql_real_escape_string



























elseif (’res’ == $_GET[’view’])
{
// Connect to database
OpenDB();
// SQL query





























elseif (’grf’ == $_GET[’view’])
{
// Connect to database
OpenDB();
// SQL query
$query = "SELECT * FROM fcat WHERE
ProteinID=’".mysql_real_escape_string
($_GET["Protein"])."’



















font-size: 14px; word-wrap: break-word;




elseif (’vis’ == $_GET[’view’])
{




$query = "SELECT * FROM fcat WHERE ProteinID=’"
.mysql_real_escape_string
































//IF there is no code for eg. protein is


















// Connect to database
OpenDB();
// SQL query
//$query = "SELECT * FROM fcat WHERE Code=’"
. $_GET["Code"] . "’";
$query = "SELECT * FROM fcat WHERE ProteinID=’".
mysql_real_escape_string
($_GET["Protein"])."’ AND Code=’" .
mysql_real_escape_string($_GET["Code"]) . "’";
$result = mysql_query($query);
// Fetch a row into $row
$row = mysql_fetch_array($result);
//Display "None" if Comments
field in the databse is empty.
if($row["Comments"] == "" ||






























//in case the code is empty , we
// do not need to use the ’-’



































































































Graph Data (plain text)&nbsp;
























<h2> Related Experiments </h2>
<?php
// Check protein name in Title, SOURCE, Comments





ORDER BY SubmissionDate DESC";
$result_pname = mysql_query($query2);
// If no related experiments found,
//display appropriate message
if (mysql_num_rows($result_pname) == 0)
{
echo "No related experiments found for
$row[Protein] in the PFAST database.";
return;
}















<!-- Second row onwards - records --!>
<?php
// variables for alternating row styles
$thclass="th_norm"; $tdclass="td_norm";
// Fetch a rows until there are no rows
// in the resultset






//In case code is empty then dont show
the ’-’ between ProteinID and Code
if ($row["Code"]=="") {
?>



























<td class="<?php echo $tdclass;
?>"><?php echo stripslashes
($row["Protein"]); ?></td>








































Now with added support for

















// *nix delete command
//--- Pre-defined Environment Variables ---
if (isset($_REQUEST[’pagemode’])
&& ($_REQUEST[’pagemode’]
== "Finish >>")) {
// The second stage on the page







== "Step 2 >>")) {
// The third stage on the page
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) && ($_REQUEST[’pagemode’] ==




// The first time we’ve gone to the page.
// Display the first page,






// Erase old session variables
// Ensure there is no old data.
function clean_up() {










// Which type of file
//are we provided with?
// Options from the




if ($type == "web") {
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} elseif ($type == "local")
{





















// Someone broke something.
// This is possibly caused by
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someone messing with a DOM Editor
or not clicking on an option.
stage1("Please choose one of





// Check that we actually got something
if (is_this_a_pdbfile($pdbfile) == 0) {
if ($type == "web") stage1(’The PDB
code you provided [’. $pdbcode .’]
could not be downloaded from the
RCSB website.’);
elseif ($type == "local")
stage1(’There was an error




// Make temporary directory, change to it
$tempdir = $_SESSION[’timestamp’];
//if(!(mkdir("./" . $tempdir)))
// { echo("Cannot make directory: ./$tempdir"); die(); }
mkdir("./" . $tempdir);
// $temppath = "./" . $tempdir . "/";
chdir($tempdir);
// Delete previous files
// There should never be




// @exec(PURGE ."*.* /q");















// Make sure that at













// Are there more than one
//chain in this PDB file?
if (sizeof($chainKeys) > 1) {
// For each chain,
foreach ($chainKeys as $chainKey)
{
// If the current chain
//was selected in the previous screen...
if (isset($_POST["chain" .
$chainKey])) {
// Note that at least
// one chain has been selected
$hasAtLeastOne = true;
// Add current chain






if (sizeof($chainKeys) == 1)
{
// This used to be an ELSE statement










// Change to tmp directory (it
//should have been already
//created in step 1)
$tempdir = $_SESSION[’timestamp’];
chdir($tempdir);
// $pdbfile = unserialize
//($_SESSION[’PDBfile’]);









// Filter out some (maybe none) of the
// ATOM/HETATM lines in the PDB string.
$validResidueNames = explode(’ ’,
’GLY ALA VAL LEU ILE MET PHE TRP
PRO SER THR CYS TYR ASN GLN ASP
GLU LYS ARG HIS’);
// Grab all the lines beginning with









foreach ($atoms as $atom) {









// 01 - 06
//Record name (ATOM, HETATM, etc.)
// 07 - 11
//Atom serial number
// 13 - 16
//Atom name
// 17 - 17
//Alternate character indicator
// 18 - 20
//Residue name *
// 22 - 22
//Chain ID *
// 23 - 26
//Residue sequence number
// 27 - 27
//Code for insertion of residues *
// 31 - 38
//Orthogonal coordinates for X (angstroms)
// 39 - 46
//Orthogonal coordinates for Y (angstroms)
// 47 - 54
//Orthogonal coordinates for Z (angstroms)
// 55 - 60
//Occupancy
// 61 - 66
//Temperature factor
// 77 - 78
//Element symbol, right-justified
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// 79 - 80
//Charge on the atom
//
// * fields we need here
$recName = trim(substr($atom, 0, 6));
$altChar = trim(substr($atom, 16, 1));
$chainID = trim(substr($atom, 21, 1));
if ($chainID == ’’) $chainID = ’1’;
$chainKey = $chainID . ’^’ . $recName;
$resName = trim(substr($atom, 17, 3));
$resNmbr = trim(substr($atom, 22, 4));
$resCode = trim(substr($atom, 26, 1));




// Get rid of current line
$pdbfile =
str_replace
($atom . "\n", ’’, $pdbfile);
continue;
}
// Filter out lines that
//don’t meet subset
// selection requirement
if ($recName != ’TER’ &&
!inSubsetSelect($resNmbr,
$_POST[’subset’ . $chainKey])) {
// Get rid of current line
$pdbfile = str_replace($atom
. "\n", ’’, $pdbfile);
continue;
}
// Filter out lines that
//don’t meet multi-residue
//selection requirement










// If it’s the wrong
// residue name, or the




($altChar != ’’ && $altChar
!= $selectedAltChar)) {
// Get rid of current line
$pdbfile =
str_replace





//Here we check if the selected
//residues contain atleast one
// TRP, this is important
//otherwise the programs will crash
chdir(’../’);
$result = array();













// LINE 1: Date
$output_date = date("Y-M-d H:i:s");
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/////////////////////
// LINE 2: PDB code
$output_pdbcode = $pdbcode;
/////////////////////
// LINE 3: Compound
preg_match_all("/^COMPND....
(.{60})/m", $pdbfile, $lines);
foreach ($lines[1] as $line)
$output_compound .= trim($line) . " ";
///////////////////
// LINE 4: Source
preg_match_all("/^SOURCE....
(.{60})/m", $pdbfile, $lines);
foreach ($lines[1] as $line)
$output_source .= trim($line) . " ";
///////////////////
// LINE 5: Author
preg_match_all("/^AUTHOR....
(.{60})/m", $pdbfile, $lines);
foreach ($lines[1] as $line)
$output_author .= trim($line) . " ";
///////////////////////
// LINE 6: Resolution
preg_match_all("/RESOLUTION[^A\n]
+ANGSTROMS/", $pdbfile, $matches);
// In practice, there will only
// be one RESOLUTION in the PDB file.




//User inserted comment about his/her analysis
$output_comment=’Comment: ’.$_POST[’comment’];
////////////////////////////////////
// LINE 7: Number of residues,





foreach ($chainData as $chainKey => $residues) {
foreach ($residues as $resNum => $resKey) {
$numRes++;
$resData = explode(’|’, $resKey);
$resChar = $resData[0];
$resName = $resData[1];
if ($resName == ’TRP’) {
$numTRP++;
$pieces = explode(’^’, $chainKey);
$chainID = $pieces[0];














"[" . $numRes . "] "
. $numTRP . " TRP









// LINE 8: num atoms, num TRP
// counting all ATOM or HETATM,
// need to exclude unwanted chains
preg_match_all("/^(ATOM |HETATM).{15}
[ " . implode($validChainKeys) . "]




$output_line8 = $numAtoms . "," . $numTRP;
/////////////////////////////////////
// ATOMs and HETATMs, TRP positions
// counting all ATOM or HETATM, need
//to exclude unwanted chains
preg_match_all("/^(ATOM |HETATM).{15}
[ " . implode($validChainKeys) . "]







foreach ($lines[0] as $line) {
$columns = array();
$columns[] = (substr($line, 0, 6));
$columns[] = (substr($line, 6, 5));
$columns[] = (substr($line, 11,6));
$columns[] = (substr($line, 17, 4));
// residue
$columns[] = " ";
$chainKey = (substr($line, 21, 1))
. ’^ATOM’; // Chain Key








$columns[] = (substr($line, 26, 5));
$columns[] = (substr($line, 31, 8));
$columns[] = (substr($line, 39, 8));
$columns[] = (substr($line, 47, 9));
$columns[] = (substr($line, 56, 6));
$columns[] = (substr($line, 62, 11));
$columns[] = (substr($line, 73, 9));
$atoms[] = implode(’’, $columns);
if (trim(substr
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//extracting columns for enter-nb.txt
foreach ($lines[0] as $line) {
$columns = array();
$columns[] = str_pad






//$columns[] = " ";
$chainKey = (substr($line, 21, 1))
. ’^ATOM’; // Chain Key




(" %4d", $chain_offset +
(substr($line, 22, 4)));
// residue number
$columns[] = $resNumber . " ";
$columns[] = (substr($line, 30, 8));
$columns[] = (substr($line, 38, 8));
$columns[] = (substr($line, 46, 8));
$columns[] = (substr($line, 61, 5));
$nbatoms[] = implode(’,’, $columns);
}
$output_atoms_nb = implode(LINE_BREAK, $nbatoms);
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Compose enter.ent, enter-wh.ent and enter-nb.txt
$common = ’’;
$common .= $output_date . LINE_BREAK;
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$common .= $output_pdbcode . LINE_BREAK;
$common .= $output_compound . LINE_BREAK;
$common .= $output_source . LINE_BREAK;
$common .= $output_author . LINE_BREAK;
$common .= $output_comment . LINE_BREAK;
$common .= LINE_BREAK . LINE_BREAK;
$common .= $output_resolution . LINE_BREAK;
$common .= $output_line7 . LINE_BREAK;
//top of result-table contains
//data up to this line also summary file
$result_table_top= $common;
$common .= $output_line8 . LINE_BREAK;
$common .= $output_trpPositions . LINE_BREAK;
$enter = $common . $output_atoms;
$enterwh = $common . $output_atoms_nowater;
$enternb = $common . $output_atoms_nb;
//////////////////





// Copy the programs from






// These DLLs are required










// For NB1, NB2, and NB3, if
//there is an error, the program
// will generate an error file.
//The PHP script will verify at
// each stage that the error file
//wasn’t generated. If the file
// was generated, the PHP script will
//throw an error and revert to




stage2("Due to some unexpected
error in the input pdb file,the






stage2("Due to some unexpected
error in the input pdb file,the







unexpected error in the





//from Energy and Result-2 files
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$result_2 = file("Result-2")
or die(’Could not read file!’);
$energy = file_get_contents("Energy");
//extracting all lines








//putting the entire contents of
//energy file after 12 lines from
//Result-2 file and then rest
//of the result-2 file
file_put_contents($newfile, $resultTable);
//////////////////////
// The following code will extract
the TRP
positions and six parameters
// from the 16-parameters file






//reading the value of
"Ne1 atom (without water molecules)"
for each TRP into an array
preg_match_all("/2\. Accessibility
\(%\) of Ne1 atom \(without water
molecules\) +([^\n\r]+)/",
$data, $param2);
//reading the value of
"CZ1 atom (without water molecules)"
for each TRP into an array
preg_match_all("/4\. Accessibility




//reading the value of
"Trp atom (without water molecules)"
for each TRP into an array
preg_match_all("/6\.




//of packing density of TRP
preg_match_all("/8\.
Packing density in sphere 7.5A
+([^\n\r]+)/", $data, $param8);
//reading $fp=fopen($newsum,"a");the
//value of Parameter B1 of TRP
preg_match_all("/9\.
Parameter B1 +([^\n\r]+)/", $data, $param9);
//reading the value of
//Parameter B2 of TRP
preg_match_all("/10\.
Parameter B2 +([^\n\r]+)/", $data, $param10);
//reading the value of
//Parameter R1 of TRP
preg_match_all("/11\.
Parameter R1 +([^\n\r]+)/", $data, $param11);
//reading the value of
// Parameter R2 of TRP
preg_match_all("/12\.
Parameter R2 +([^\n\r]+)/", $data, $param12);
//reading the value of
//Parameter A1 of TRP
preg_match_all("/13\.
Parameter A1 +([^\n\r]+)/", $data, $param13);
//reading the value of
//Parameter A2 of TRP
preg_match_all("/14\.
Parameter A2 +([^\n\r]+)/", $data, $param14);
//for each TRP calculating
//the six parameters
$sixparams = array();




= 0.0 + $param6[1][$key];
$params[] = (0.0 + $param2[1][$key]
+ $param4[1][$key]) / 2.0;
$params[] = 0.0 + $param8[1][$key];
$params[] = (0.0 + $param9[1][$key]
+ $param10[1][$key]) / 2.0;
$params[] = (0.0 + $param11[1][$key]
+ $param12[1][$key]) / 2.0;
$params[] = (0.0 +$param13[1][$key]
+ $param14[1][$key]) / 2.0;
$sixparams[] = implode(" ", $params);
}
$str= implode("\r\n",$sixparams);
$trp = implode(",", $trp[0]);
//writing sixparameters in
//sixpara.txt
//file and extracting TRP





//The file note.txt contains
//the notes which appear at
//the bottom of the summary file
copy("../note.txt", "./note.txt");
//executing the C# program
// to calculate Mahalanobis distance
// and Classification score
exec("winpfastmatx");
//writing first 15 common
//lines at the top of the final.txt
//file to generate the summary file’
//final.txt is the output



















//--- User Front-end ---

















<a href="../">Home</a> >> Structural











This tool is designed




As a result of the SCAT
module, the structural
properties of tryptophan
residues can be calculated
and the tryptophan
residues can be assigned
to one of the five
spectral-structural classes.
</p>
<h2>Step 1: Enter PDB Code</h2>














































































<h2>Step 2: Select Chains and
Residues</h2>
<p>The following chains were found
in the PDB file. If there is more
than one chain, please <b style="color:
red;">use the checkboxes to indicate
which chains</b> are to be used for
analysis.</p>
<p> For each chain a subset
of the residues could be selected:
enter the range of residues (inclusive)
in the text box. If you leave the box
blank, all residues in the chain will
be used. Examples:</p>
<ul>
<li>1-400 (select residues #1
to #400)</li>
<li>10-100,105,110-200
(select residues #10 to #100,
#105, and #110 to #200)</li>
<li><b style="color: red;">
Do not enter any spaces!</b></li>
<li><b style="color: red;">
Do not include chains, which
contain only Calpha atoms!</b></li>
<li><b style="color: red;">







== "web") echo’<p>You have





if ($_SESSION[’sourcetype’] == "local")
echo ’<p>You have submitted your
own file</p>’;
// if (isset($_SESSION[’PDBcode’]))
echo ’<p>You have selected the





// else echo ’<p>You have
submitted your own file</p>’;
echo ’<br>’;
if (sizeof($chainData)>1) {
echo "<p>The ATOMs and HETATMs
in the specified PDB file are
listed below, grouped by chains
if applicable. You can use
the following links to jump
to their respective places on
<b>this page</b>.</p><ul>";
foreach ($chainData as
$chainKey => $residues) {


























//--- User Front-end ---
















// allows user to add
any comment about his analysis
echo "<form action=’"
.$_SERVER[’PHP_SELF’]."’ method=’post’>";
echo "<b>Insert any comment
below :</b>[Please enter here
the chainIDs, range of residues selected for
analysis and other information]<br>";
echo "<textarea name=’comment’









































$resNum => $resKey) {












$chainKey . ’-’ . $resNum;
echo "<select class=
’scatResidueTable’ name=’" .
$chainKey . ’-’ .
$resNum . "’>";
foreach ($resKey as $resKeyItem)
{
$resData = explode(’|’, $resKeyItem);
$resAlt = $resData[0];
$resName = $resData[1];




($_POST[$chainKey . ’-’ .
$resNum] == $resOptionValue) ?
’ SELECTED’ : ’’;
echo "<option value=’" .
$resOptionValue . "’"







$resData = explode(’|’, $resKey);
$resAlt = $resData[0];
$resName = $resData[1];































// Iterate through the ATOM entries to
// 1. Determine how many chains there are
// 2. Determine if any of the residue numbers
// have multiple entries
//
// Hold this information in $chainData, which
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// maps chainIDs to a map of residue numbers
// mapping to the three-letter residue names.
// In the case where there are multiple
// residues for a particular residue number,
// that reside number will instead map to an




explode(’ ’, ’GLY ALA VAL
LEU ILE MET PHE TRP PRO
SER THR CYS TYR ASN GLN
ASP GLU LYS ARG HIS’);
// Grab all the lines beginning





foreach ($atoms as $atom) {
// Extract information









// 01 - 06
//Record name (ATOM,
//HETATM, etc.)
// 07 - 11
//Atom serial number
// 13 - 16
//Atom name
// 17 - 17
// Alternate character indicator
// 18 - 20
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// Residue name *
// 22 - 22
//Chain ID *
// 23 - 26
// Residue sequence number
// 27 - 27
//Code for insertion of residues
// 31 - 38
//Orthogonal coordinates
// for X (angstroms)
// 39 - 46
//Orthogonal coordinates
// for Y (angstroms)
// 47 - 54
//Orthogonal coordinates
//for Z (angstroms)
// 55 - 60
//Occupancy
// 61 - 66
//Temperature factor
// 77 - 78
//Element symbol,
// right-justified
// 79 - 80
// Charge on the atom
//





if ($chainID == ’’)
$chainID = ’1’;
























// Do we have an entry for this
//residue number in this chain?
if (!array_key_exists($resNmbr,
$chainData[$chainKey])) {
// No, then just add
//an entry mapping
// the residue number





// Yes, then does the existing
//entry for this residue




[$resNmbr] != $resKey) {
// Yes, then does the existing
// entry for this




// Yes, and if the array
//doesn’t already contain







// If adding an entry
// with an alternate
//character, then we need
//to remove the entry without
//an alt char
if ($altChar != ’’)





as $key => $value) {
// echo "<br>Checking
[" . $key . "]
vs [" . ’|’ .
$resName . "]";












//convert the existing entry
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// into an array,
//and add the current

















($ranges as $range) {
$ends = explode(’-’, $range);
if (sizeof($ends) == 2) {
for ($i=$ends[0];
$i<=$ends[1]; $i++) {
$validValues[] = ’’ . $i;
}
}









//--- Utility Functions ---
?>
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